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Abstract

Identities are present in the interactions between individuals and organizations. On-

line shopping requires credit card information, while e-government services require

social security or passport numbers. The involvement of identities, however, makes

them susceptible to theft and misuse. The most prominent approach for maintaining

the privacy of individuals is the enforcement of privacy policies that regulate the flow

and use of identity information.

This approach suffers two drawbacks that severely limit its effectiveness. First,

recent research in data-mining facilitates the fusion of partial identities into complete

identities. That holds true even if the attributes examined are not, normally con-

sidered, to be identifying. Second, policies are prone to human error, allowing for

identity information to be released accidentally.

This thesis presents a system that enables an individual to interact with organiza-

tions, without allowing these organizations to link the interactions of that individual

together. The system does not release individuals’ identities to organizations. In-

stead, certified artificial identities are used to guarantee that individuals possess the

required attributes to successfully participate in the interactions. The system limits

the fusion of partial identities and minimizes the effects of human error. The concept

of using certified artificial identities has been extensively researched. The system,
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however, tackles several unaddressed scenarios.

The system works not only for interactions that involve an individual and an or-

ganization, but also for interactions that involve a set of individuals connected by

structured relations. The individuals should prove the existence of relations among

them to organizations, yet organizations cannot profile the actions of these individ-

uals. Further, the system allows organizations to be anonymous, while proving their

attributes to individuals. Reputation-based trust is incorporated to help individuals

make informed decisions whether to deal with a particular organization.

The system is used to design applications in e-commerce, access control, reputation

management, and cloud computing. The thesis describes the applications in detail.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Identities may be represented by names, but are usually more complex. An identity

may include emails and social network accounts, driver licenses, passports, social se-

curities, and taxpayer numbers. These pieces of information are considered identities,

since they can uniquely identify individuals. For example, passports are unique per

person, in a given country. Moreover, information that is usually considered non-

identifying, like gender and education, can become identity too. The combination of

few partial identities, like postal code and age, may identify an individual in a given

context.

Identities are an important aspect of our life. We use them to associate our-

selves with ethnicities, religions, and ideologies. Identities are also used when people

interact with each other, and with organizations, such as shops and governments. Or-

ganizations need identity information of individuals to authenticate them and regulate

access to resources.
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Interactions among individuals and organizations are inclined to involve identity

information, which creates considerable economic and privacy risks when this infor-

mation is lost or misused. The cost of identity theft, during 2008, is estimated to

be $45 billion in the US [2] and £1.2 billion in the UK [46]. A published survey

[1] states that more than 60 percent of Americans are extremely worried about their

privacy when shopping online. This represents a significant increase from the 47 per-

cent recorded in 2006. Loss and misuse of identities also lead to profiling individuals.

When an individual’s partial identities are linked together, many of the once-private

actions are traced back to that individual. Organizations at which loss or misuse oc-

cur are affected as well, since individuals lose trust in these organizations. Protecting

individuals’ privacy is, therefore, essential for both individuals and organizations.

Research on privacy has useful applications in other areas as well. For example,

privacy has a close relation to trust management, where an enhancement in one

leads to an enhancement in the other. On the one hand, reputation-based trust

techniques depend on ratings. In the context of individuals rating organizations,

privacy plays a key role in encouraging individuals to rate. On the other hand, trust

management allows individuals to determine the level of trust they should place in an

organization. This helps individuals avoid interacting with untrusted organizations;

and thus, individuals deprive these organizations from the needed identity information

to profile individuals.

1.2 Problem Statement

Privacy is normally conceived as a problem of regulating the flow of identity informa-

tion. Safe flows, those which do not contain identifying information, are allowed to
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occur. Flows that do contain identifying information are filtered. Several drawbacks

make this assumption and strategies based on it inadequate to protect individual

privacy.

Recent advances in data-mining and fusion technologies enable partial identities to

be associated with one another, and thus, good approximations to complete identities

to be computed. What is alarming is the ability to achieve this even if each partial

identity does not contain data that would normally be considered as identifying. For

example, the work of Frankowski et al. [34] and Narayanan et al. [64] shows that

anonymized users’ records in movie-rating datasets can be traced back to the actual

users with the help of a very small amount of auxiliary information (for example, a

user discussing a movie in a public forum). The genomic data of anonymized patients

have been linked back to the actual patients [59].

Customers may deal with seemingly different organizations and businesses that are

actually part of the same conglomerate, and hence feel entitled to share information

about their customers. Customers may provide only a little personal information to

each organization, but it may be enough to build a complete profile.

Policies are prone to human error, allowing for identity information to be released

accidentally. Once this has been done, there is no way to call it back. It only takes

one ill-designed policy to undermine the privacy of a whole system. The e-commerce

industry is full of examples where the information from millions of credit cards was

disclosed due to inappropriate decisions [3, 77].

The above findings allow us to state two ways that data-mining techniques can

be used to attack individuals’ privacy: associate records with each other; and de-

anonymize records with the help of auxiliary information.
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The Linkability Problem. Given a dataset of anonymous records, which be-

longs to a set of individuals, it is possible to associate the records of an individual

with each other; that is, computing profiles of individuals.

The De-Anonymization Problem. Given a dataset of associated anonymous

records, where the records of each individual are associated with each other, it is pos-

sible to re-identify individuals in other datasets, with the help of auxiliary information

from the other datasets.

The two problems have motivated significant research in the area of privacy and

anonymity [7, 22, 41, 57, 78, 82]. The main theme of the research in this area is

allowing individuals to interact anonymously with organizations, while preventing

organizations from profiling individuals. However, there are several topics that remain

unaddressed.

Privacy is mostly described in the scenario consisting of an individual interacting

with an organization. Current work on privacy does not allow a set of individuals,

connected by a set of relationships, to interact anonymously with an organization.

This is used to require that a specified set of individuals in a specified relation must

all participate for the interaction to be successful. For example, using a business

account can require the simultaneous action of several specified company officers.

Currently, a group of individuals may prove the existence of relations among group

members to organizations, anonymously. However, if the same group revisits the same

organization, the organization will be able to link the two different visits to the same

group. This allows organizations to link the actions of a group together. Frankowski

et al. [34], Malin et al. [59] and Narayanan et al. [64], show that linkable actions are

used to build profiles and may lead to de-anonymization.
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Another topic tackled by this thesis is the need of some organizations to be anony-

mous while interacting with individuals. In current Business-to-Consumer (B2C) set-

tings, businesses may interact anonymously with consumers, but with the help of

arbitrageurs. An example of this setting is the “name your price” feature by busi-

nesses, such as Priceline, where consumers are allowed to bid for hotel rooms. These

arbitrageurs act as intermediaries who guarantee for consumers that the offers by

the anonymous businesses are trustworthy. This makes the arbitrageurs not only

providers of a market place, but also guarantors of businesses’ offers. The disadvan-

tages of such a setting are twofold: arbitrageurs are entitled to charge the businesses;

and consumers must trust the arbitrageurs, since consumers cannot verify the offers.

Allowing businesses and consumers to interact anonymously, without reliance on arbi-

trageurs, makes B2C interactions more profitable for businesses and more encouraging

for consumers.

Incorporating trust management is another topic that this thesis handles. Trust

and privacy are, usually, addressed independently. Addressing privacy and trust in a

single framework is more efficient, since the two subjects are related. In the Semantic

Web [11] and the Semantic Social Web, trust is an integral part for automatic service

discovery and invocation. Therefore, such a framework has a profound application in

the Semantic-Web setting.

Finally, our work tackles some issues in reputation management. Reputation-

based trust is based on individuals explicitly rating products and services. Several

problems exist with that approach. Individuals may not feel comfortable recom-

mending certain products. For example, individuals may not feel safe recommending

products related to religion and politics. If individuals neglect rating an organization,
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that organization gains no reputation. By convincing individuals to use a service, an

organization should gain some reputation (the fact that individuals had some trust

in that organization in the first place). The next subsection states our thesis and

contributions.

1.3 Thesis and Contributions

To overcome the problems of fusing identities and profiling individuals, we suggest the

use of artificial identities, henceforth called personas. Personas represent individuals

in transactions, but without carrying any identity information. Instead, a persona

is just a way to assure organizations that there is a guarantor for the individual

possessing that persona. Personas are therefore much more difficult to fuse.

We can think of a persona as acting as an identity representing someone in one

or more interactions, for example, an email address, or a credit card. Personas also

allow for a set of individuals to interact anonymously with an organization, while

proving the relation among these individuals.

Personas use public-key cryptography; specifically, personas utilize the hidden

identity-based signature scheme developed by Kiayias et al. [52]. The scheme is used

to provide the needed cryptographic constructs to implement personas.

The main objective of this dissertation is to reduce the ability of data-mining

techniques to fuse identity information, without affecting accountability. In other

words, the objective is protecting the privacy of individuals, while maintaining the

security of organizations. The examples by Frankowski et al. [34], Malin et al. [59]

and Narayanan et al. [64] show the de-anonymization of individuals in movie-rating

and patient datasets. Although protecting anonymity in these datasets is not part
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of this thesis, we use these examples since the same techniques can be used to de-

anonymize individuals in general.

Some techniques use artificial identities to enhance the privacy of individuals;

however, we take a new approach and tackle new issues, as stated in the problem

statement. The following are the contributions of this thesis.

1. Extending the notion of privacy to include the scenario where a group of in-

dividuals in a structured relationship interact with an organization. Current

research on privacy focuses on protecting the privacy of an individual interact-

ing with an organization. This contribution prevents the de-anonymization of

individuals, even if these individuals interact with organizations as groups.

2. Allowing businesses to sell their products anonymously to consumers, while

enabling consumers to verify the offers without the need to have trust in arbi-

trageurs. This helps businesses to avoid being charged by arbitrageurs to act

as guarantors. This contribution prevents the de-anonymization of individuals,

as well as businesses.

3. Presenting a technique to enable individuals to rate products and services in

a private manner. The technique allows us to incorporate the notion of trust,

specifically, reputation management. While privacy and trust are usually ad-

dressed separately, this contribution helps addressing the two subjects in one

framework.

We present a system that achieves the contributions stated above. The system

is based on the cryptographic scheme of Kiayias et al. [52]. The scheme enables
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individuals to participate in secure unlinkable interactions with organizations. The

scheme operations are modified to implement the contributions.

1.4 Thesis Organization

Chapter 2 describes the background information and related work to this research.

The chapter provide the needed definitions and terminology to understand the rest of

the thesis. It surveys the different approaches to identity management and provides

detail description of several systems from each approach. The background and related

work relevant to a specific chapter are discussed in the corresponding chapter.

Chapter 3 presents our secure anonymous interaction protocol. The chapter pro-

vides an abstract view of the requirements, architecture, operations, and building

blocks. Sample scenarios are used to illustrate the course of action among the various

entities.

Chapter 4 provides a more concrete view of our work. The chapter presents the

required cryptographic support to implement the required operations and building

blocks. This also includes the mapping between the abstract and concrete models.

Chapter 5 applies personas in e-commerce. The chapter shows how privacy and

anonymity are enhanced by personas. This is illustrated using B2C and B2B settings.

Chapter 6 applies personas in access control. The chapter discusses the design and

applications of basing access control decisions on the relations among individuals.

Chapter 7 applies personas in reputation-based trust. The chapter builds an

anonymous reputation-management system.

Chapter 8 applies personas in a cloud-computing environment. A cloud-based

identity-management system is constructed. The system utilizes the computational
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power of cloud-computing to enhance the privacy of individuals.

Finally, Chapter 9 summarizes the contributions of this thesis. It highlights the

limitations and possible enhancements of this work; then concludes the thesis.



Chapter 2

Background and Related Work

This chapter begins with defining the concept of identity in Section 2.1. In Section

2.2, current identity-management solutions are categorized and described in detail.

Section 2.3 focuses on solutions that are related to our work. The limitations of the

related work are presented in Section 2.4.

2.1 Identities

The definition of identity depends on the discipline and the required level of depth. In

psychology and other disciplines, the definition is more theoretical and generic than

in computer science and engineering. We use a simple and more practical definition

of identity [47]: the set of attribute values that uniquely label a single individual in

some specific context. Context refers to the circumstances and environment at which

identity is defined. For example, in a university (context), a student can be identified

by a student name and a student number (attributes). It is worth mentioning that

the set of attributes varies from an individual to another.

10
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Context determines the importance of an attribute in identifying individuals. For

example, first names do not constitute unique identifiers for individuals within a

country. However, within a midsize company, first names are much more identifying.

The attributes that are used to form an identity fall into three categories:

1. Attributes associated with physical and mental existence of an individual. This

category includes fingerprints, iris patterns (physical), as well as skills that

are hard to learn such as fluency in a particular language, and writing poetry

(mental).

2. Attributes certified by a trusted party. Example attributes certified by the

government are the name (authenticated by reference to a birth certificate) and

citizenship. Such attributes often carry with them a set of rights.

3. Attributes chosen by the individual to act as (part of) their identity, for example

a nickname or screen name.

These attributes can discriminate between individuals in a given context – knowing

the value of even a single attribute may be enough to identify that individual in that

context. When individuals participate in online shopping, they must provide values

for attributes such as credit card numbers. Applying for a job requires showing

attributes such as university degrees and social security numbers.

2.1.1 The Need to Protect Identity

An individual exists in many contexts, for example, email accounts, social networks,

online games, government identities, work, and education. In each of these contexts,

the individual has an identity; thus, an individual has many identities. There is a
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growing pressure on individuals to keep these contexts from being linked together.

Whenever the identities of an individual, at different contexts, are linked together,

the actions that the individual takes at these contexts are also linked. The more

identities are linked, the more actions are linked, which results in a profile of that

individual. Profiles put the privacy of individuals at risk.

There is another reason that shows the need to keep contexts separated. The main

requirement of some contexts is to be unlinkable to to other contexts. For example,

Second Life is a multiplayer online game. The game allows players to interact with

each other, in a virtual society. Individuals play the game to escape from the real

world (one context) to be part of a virtual life (another context). Many bloggers

want their identities as bloggers to be unlinkable to their identities as individuals, for

various reasons, such as security. Members of certain clubs and societies may need to

keep their membership at these clubs unlinkable to other contexts, say their career.

2.1.2 The Ease of Connecting Contexts

Attributes are meaningful in one or more contexts. A university ID is meaningful

in a university context, while a passport number can be meaningful in a government

context. Names are meaningful in both contexts. Thus, two identities, in two con-

texts, may get connected if they share some attributes. For example, the name of

an individual on his student card is the same on his passport, which can be used to

connect the two identities together.

Since many individuals have the same name, nationality, or university degree,

many do not consider these attributes as part of an identity. Nevertheless, given

values for only a few of these attributes may be enough to uniquely identify each
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individual. Recent advances in data-mining techniques make it feasible to identify

individuals based on attributes that are normally considered non-identifying. Almost

every attribute is, to some degree, identifying. This constitutes a major privacy threat

because individuals cannot be involved in many interactions without being profiled.

Social networks makes it easy to connect different contexts. For example, in 2009,

the wife of the British MI6 chief uploaded personal information about her family,

including house location and photos [9].

2.2 Identity Management

An identity-management system (IMS) facilitates the creation, storage, retrieval, and

usage of individuals’ identity information to authenticate and authorize those indi-

viduals at organizations. Early IMSs were designed to allow organizations to mange

the identities of their users. This type of IMSs is referred to as the silo model [48],

since each IMS manages the identities of a group of users in a centralized fashion.

As the Internet became more popular, the number of web services and organizations

an individual dealt with increased dramatically. This meant that individuals were

required to keep track of a large number of partial identities, including a large num-

ber of passwords to authenticate at organizations. This phenomenon degraded the

usability of the silo model, and motivated the development of a more flexible IMSs.

Instead of having one IMS per organization, a group of organizations may use

one IMS, in which one organization acts as an identity provider for the users of all

participant organizations. This represents the second generation of IMSs, which is

still centralized, but minimizes the number of partial identities per user. An example

IMS of this approach is the Microsoft Passport model [65]. A big disadvantage of
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the centralized approach is that the identity provider of an IMS represents a single

point of failure for that IMS. Further, many organizations may not trust the identity

provider. These two disadvantages prevented Microsoft Passport from becoming a

universal IMS.

Federated Identity-Management Systems (FIMSs) take a decentralized approach

to identity management. Instead of having one identity provider, FIMSs enable a

set of organizations to create a federation, and exchange the identity information of

users. Users of one organization may authenticate at that organization; then access

not only the services at that organization, but also the services at other organizations,

within the federation. Some well-known FIMSs are Liberty Alliance [55], Shibboleth

[74], WS-Federation [83], CardSpace [24], and sxip [79].

2.2.1 Applications of Identity-Management Systems

Identity-management systems are essential components in access control systems, as

they are needed to manage user identities. Therefore, IMSs have many applications,

for example, e-government, e-commerce, and grid and cloud computing.

Governments offer services to their citizens over the Internet. Citizens receive

digital identities from their governments. These identities are needed to authenticate

the citizens. IMSs allow governments to manage their citizen identities. Similarly,

e-banks and e-commerce require IMSs.

In grid and cloud computing, the Internet is viewed as a web of resources. Orga-

nizations allow users of other organizations to access their resources. For example,
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researchers from one university perform experiments using the labs of another uni-

versity. Organizations may also provide the software and infrastructure to other or-

ganizations. For example, Amazon provides storage and computing services to other

organizations, via Amazon’s Simple Storage Service (S3) and Elastic Compute Cloud

(EC2) [5]. Those organizations which provide the services require IMSs to manage the

identities of their customers. The expected market size of grid and cloud computing,

which is estimated by Merrill Lynch to surpass $100 billion [43], is a motivation for

IMSs.

2.2.2 Privacy-Preserving Identity-Management

Privacy-preserving/enhancing identity-management aims to maximize the control

that individuals have over their identity information and to minimize the identity

information that individuals have to release to the system [41]. Anonymous cre-

dential systems and user-centric systems are example privacy-preserving identity-

management systems. Section 2.3 review these systems.

2.2.3 Federated Identity-Management Systems (FIMSs)

FIMSs allow individuals to authenticate at identity providers once; then use multiple

service providers without the need to re-authenticate at each provider. There are three

main components in a FIMS: individuals, identity providers (IP) or (IdP), and service

providers (SP) – also called relaying parties (RP). IPs create and certify identities for

individuals, whereas SPs verify the identities and provide individuals with access to

services.

Liberty Alliance is a consortium that includes Sun, HP, General Motors, and many
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other global corporations. The consortium’s mission is to provide open standards for

the development of federated identity-management systems [61]. The architecture

advocated by Liberty Alliance has five frameworks: the Identity-Federation Frame-

work (IDFF), the Identity Web Services Framework (IDWSF), the Identity-Services

Interface-Specifications (IDSIS), the Identity-Governance Framework (IGF), and the

Identity-Assurance Framework (IAF). IDFF, published in 2002, provides a single

means for sign-on for individuals, and simple session management. This allows in-

dividuals to sign-on at their organizations, yet be able to access services at other

organizations. IDFF enables the organizations to exchange the sign-on information

required to achieve the above.

IDWSF, published in 2004, builds-on IDFF to provide support for identity-based

web services, such as calendars, blogs, instant messaging, and many social-networking

applications. IDSIS builds on both IDFF and IDWSF to support networked identity

applications, such as e-wallets.

IGF, published in 2007, permits identity and service providers to govern the pro-

cess of identity information usage and dissemination. With the IAF, published in

2008, identity and service providers may assign and determine assurance levels to

identity information. This helps in determining the risk of accepting identity infor-

mation.

Shibboleth from Internet 2 is an open-source IMS for single sign-on across organi-

zations. Shibboleth’s approach for federation is quite similar to Liberty Alliance, but

with more focus on educational institutions. Liberty Alliance and Shibboleth use the

Security Assertion Markup Language (SAML) [71] for securing the communication

of identity-related information among individuals, IPs and SPs. SAML 2 extends
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SAML 1.1 to include the Liberty Alliance IDFF and Shibboleth. Therefore, Liberty

Alliance 2 and Shibboleth 2 use SAML 2 as a basis for secure communication and for

basic identity services, such as single sign-on [61].

WS-Federation is part of Web Services framework (WS) by Microsoft and IBM.

WS-Federation defines how identities can be federated among different providers.

While Liberty Alliance uses SAML, WS-Federation utilizes XML digital signatures

standards. The WS framework has published an extension to allow WS-Federation

to be interoperable with systems that uses SAML, like Liberty Alliance.

2.2.4 How Does Identity Federation Work?

Identity federation begins with the creation of a federation between a set of organi-

zations. Whenever an organization is visited by an individual that has an account at

another member of the federation, the organization gives that individual the choice

to federate her identity between the two organizations. If the individual approves,

each organization generates a pseudonym and associates it with the individual’s ac-

count at that organization (a new account is created if it does not exist). Then, both

organizations exchange the pseudonyms with each other. Whenever that individual

revisits any of the two organizations, she only needs to authenticate to one of them

to use the services of both.

Figure 2.1 shows a typical usage scenario in Liberty Alliance, Shibboleth, and

WS-Federation. When an individual visits an SP, the SP redirects the individual to

her IP’s site. The IP authenticates the individual and redirects her to the SP, where

the redirection message contains a proof that the individual has been authenticated.

If the individual navigates from the SP to another SP, within the same federation,
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Figure 2.1: Federated identity-management systems

the individual is not redirected again to her IP for authentication. The SPs exchange

the authentication information of the individual.

2.3 Related Work on Identity Management

We identify four important research topics that are closely related to this thesis. The

following sections describe these topics.

2.3.1 Anonymous Credentials

In FIMSs, identity providers may supply individuals with anonymous credentials.

Anonymous credentials allow individuals to interact with service providers in an

anonymous fashion. However, since the pseudonyms in these credentials do not

change, the actions of an individual are linkable to each other.

To overcome the linkability of the actions of an individual, Anonymous Creden-

tial Systems (ACS) allow individuals to prove the possession of credentials, without

showing them to organizations. This enables an individual, for example, to visit a

service provider, multiple times, while that provider is unable to link the individual’s
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actions. U-Prove [82] and Idemix [22] are examples of anonymous credential systems.

These systems utilize zero-knowledge proofs [38] to enable individuals convince SPs

that those individuals possess credentials, granted by IPs, without disclosing the ac-

tual credentials. Zero-knowledge proofs, introduced by Goldwasser et al. [38], are

proof strategies with the zero-knowledge property. The zero-knowledge property al-

lows a prover, who knows a correct solution for a problem, to convince a verifier that

she knows that correct solution. The verifier learns nothing beyond the solution’s

correctness.

Originally developed by Credentica, U-Prove has been recently acquired by Mi-

crosoft. U-Prove focuses on security and privacy aspects of identity management.

Idemix, developed at IBM, not only targets privacy, but also tackles the problem

individuals sharing their credentials. Idemix achieves multishow unlinkability of cre-

dentials; that is, an individual may interact with same SP multiple times, without

the SP being able to link these interactions together. Prime [23] is a project funded

by the European Union and several corporations to support privacy-enhanced iden-

tity management. European regulations regarding privacy are the core requirements

being incorporated into Prime. Prime uses Idemix protocols for issuing and verifying

credentials.

A typical usage scenario in U-Prove and Idemix goes as follows (refer to Figure

2.2). Whenever an individual desires to authenticate at an SP, the individual uses a

credential obtained previously from her IP. The system uses zero-knowledge proofs

to convince the SP that the individual has a valid credential from the IP. Note that

identity providers are not required to be online, while individuals are interacting with

service providers.
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Figure 2.2: Anonymous credential systems

2.3.2 User Centric Identity Management

In user centric identity management, the focus is on individual’s perspective [18].

User centric IMSs put individuals in control of what identity information is released

from identity providers, and how this information is shared among service providers,

within a federation. Individuals can also specify the conditions under which their

identity information is allowed to be released. Spantzel et al. [14] list an elaborated

set of requirements for user centric IMSs. CardSpace, Higgins, sxip, and OpenID [68]

are examples of user-centric IMSs.

CardSpace, from Microsoft, is based on WS-Federation. CardSpace focuses on

maximizing the ease of use and the individuals’ control over their identities. This is

done by allowing the identities, called InfoCards, to be managed at the individuals’

machines. Info cards do not store identity information. Instead, these cards point to

the identity providers from which the identity information can be requested. For a

service provider to access identity information, the corresponding info card must be

handed to the identity provider. Thus, individuals need not to worry about protecting

their identities, while at the same time, they control which service providers get to

use which info cards, and at which conditions.

OpenID [68] is a URL / XRI-based IMS. In such IMSs, individuals’ credentials

are simply URL or XRI addresses. Each address points to a document describing the
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identity provider of that individual and retrieval method of the individuals’ identity

information. Whenever a service provider authenticates an individual, the individual

supplies her id to that service provider. The service provider uses a service discovery

protocol to communicate with the identity provider, and redirects the individual to

the identity provider for authentication.

The Higgins Framework [80] is an open source IMS. Higgins is designed to work

across many popular identity technologies, like SAML and InfoCards. It presents

an application interface that allows for the integration of Higgins with other IMSs.

Therefore, Higgins is compatible with many IMSs, like CardSpace, Liberty Alliance,

and OpenID.

2.3.3 Interoperable Identity Management

The motivation behind designing interoperable IMSs are twofold. From an individ-

ual’s perspective, interoperability enhances usability. Individuals who use one IMS

can access services that implement other IMSs. From a service provider’s perspective,

interoperability removes the necessity of implementing a heavy-weight interface for

every possible IMS. Therefore, interoperability of IMS can save governments, banks,

and health institutions, time and effort of developing interfaces to their services.

There are three dimensions of interoperability: technical, informal (social / cul-

tural), and formal (legal / organizational) [42]. In each dimension, there are many

obstacles that hinder the realization of IMS interoperability. The technical dimen-

sion includes the need to resolve the difference in syntax and semantics of identity

attributes among the various IMSs. The low-level representation of identities, along

with the protocols required to exchange these representations, are also important
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technical issues. The social and cultural dimension includes implications of inter-

operability on privacy. Interoperability facilitates the sharing of individuals’ identity

information across different organizations. Individuals consider this a potential threat

to their privacy. The legal and organizational dimension deals with issues, such as

the tendencies of organizations to push for their solutions, and the legal expectations

of the entities, and the legal consequences of abuse across IMSs.

Higgins and OpenID tackle interoperability on the technical level by building

interfaces that allow different IMSs to interoperate. The WS framework presents the

WS-Interoperability framework. The framework allows SAML tokens to be translated

into XML signatures and vice versa.

Paci et al. [66] present a protocol that uses lookup tables and ontologies to

resolve the problem of naming heterogeneity of attributes. Naming heterogeneity

issues handled are the use of different names to refer to the same attribute, the use of

different spelling (Credit Card vs. CCard), and the use of the same name, in different

domains, to refer to different attributes.

There are also many projects initiated and funded by the European Union. For ex-

ample, the Future of Identity in the Information Society (FIDIS) project [27] presents

a framework that tackles interoperability along the three dimensions. FIDIS identifies

a set of requirements for an interoperable IMS. It is based on interviews with experts

from institutions involved in e-government, e-health, and e-commerce.

2.3.4 Risk and Identity Assurance

Risk management in identity management is an important topic, since handling iden-

tity information affects many stakeholders. Peterson [67] presents a set of risk metrics
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that helps in determining the confidence in an IMS. Another application of risk man-

agement is in identity assurance. Identity assurance refers to the level of confidence

that organizations may have in the credentials issued by identity provider [58]. A

model for federated identity assurance is presented by Madsen et al. [58]. The model

associates each level of assurance with a set of policies, which needs to be satisfied

for a credential to gain that level. The policies describe the strength of the credential

(password, or certificate), the identity provider’s process that verifies the eligibility

for that credential, and the identity provider’s process that generates and manages

that credential. The model requires an auditor to monitor the identity provider com-

pliance with the policies of each assurance level. If the identity provider processes

and the credential under question meet the policies of an assurance level, individuals

who hold such a credential are allowed to access the services that require that level

of assurance.

2.4 Limitations of Related Work

Some of the problems with FIMSs (excluding anonymous credential systems) are:

1. FIMSs allow ‘non-identifying’ information to be exposed to SPs. Using data-

fusion techniques, this information can be merged to discover complete identi-

ties.

2. FIMSs employ privacy policies. It only takes one ill-designed policy to under-

mine the security and privacy of a whole system. There are many incidents that

involve the disclosure of millions of credit cards, due to inappropriate decisions

[3, 77].
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3. FIMSs require IPs to be available whenever individuals interact with SPs. This

is an onerous quality-of-service requirement. Further, IPs may build profiles of

the actions of individuals, since SPs need to contact IPs and verify individuals

credentials.

Anonymous Credential Systems (ACS) avoid the above problems. ACS do prove

the possession of certified attributes, rather than releasing them. ACS do not rely on

privacy policies as FIMS. ACS do not require IPs to be online, while individuals are

interacting with SPs. However, ACS do not address the following issues.

1. Unlinkability for group interactions. ACSs allow an individual to perform un-

linkable actions, but they fail to guarantee unlinkability in the case of group

interaction. If a set of individuals, connected by a set of relations, use current

ACS to prove the relations to an organization, their actions become linkable.

2. Anonymity and unlinkability for organizations. ACSs assume that organizations

are willing to reveal their identities. In some B2C scenarios, like the “name

your price” feature by Priceline, organizations sell the surplus of products and

services anonymously, with the help of arbitrageurs. Since businesses cannot

reveal their identities to consumers to verify the offers, arbitrageurs are needed.

Businesses are being charged by arbitrageurs to act as guarantors.

3. Unlinkability of individuals’ feedback. Individuals provide reputation systems

with feedback regarding their interactions with organizations. ACSs do not

incorporate the notion of reputation management. Thus, the ratings submitted

by an individual can be linked to each other, and may help re-identify that

individual. This discourages individuals from rating organizations.
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The following chapters construct a system that provides the above functions.

Chapter 3 and 4 describe the system in detail. Chapter 5, 6, 7, and 8 present the

applications of the system in e-commerce, access control, reputation management,

and cloud computing, respectively.

2.5 Chapter Summary

This chapter provides the reader with the required background knowledge on identity

management. Section 2.1 begins by defining the term identity and explaining the

different types of identity attributes. Section 2.2 shows the evolution of identity-

management systems (IMSs) from the silo model to the federated one. The section

also describes a set of popular FIMSs from the industry. Section 2.3 surveys the

related work to this thesis. The work is categorized into four research topics. In each

topic, the section surveys a collection of papers. Section 2.4 discusses some of the

limitations of the related work.



Chapter 3

Secure Anonymous Interactions

with Personas

The goal of this dissertation, as stated in Section 1.3, is to enable individuals to inter-

act with organizations, without allowing the organizations to link their interactions

together. This should be achieved not only for interactions that involve one individ-

ual, but also for interactions that involve a set of individuals connected by structured

relations.

A system that achieves this goal needs constructs that allow individuals to partic-

ipate in unlinkable interactions. We develop such constructs and call them personas

[44, 45, 76]. Personas are artificial identities that assure web services that there are

other organizations guaranteeing the individuals. The chapter provides a high level

description of personas and the proposed system. Section 3.1 defines personas and

shows their features. The architecture and components that comprise the system are

presented in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 presents a more detailed description of the op-

erations that each component performs. The threat model of the system is discussed

26
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Figure 3.1: The structure of personas and locked personas

in Section 3.4.

3.1 Personas: Definitions and Features

A persona is a set of statements, where each statement asserts the status of a set

attributes of an individual. Let A denote the space of attributes describing an in-

dividual. Then, P = {Si(Á) : 1 ≤ i ≤ n, Á ⊂ A}, represents a persona with n

statements, where Si(Á) is the ith statement regarding a set of attributes in A.

The statements of a persona can be self-issued or certified by an organization or

authority. An example of self-issued persona is an individual describing her prefer-

ences and tastes, whereas an example of an organization-issued persona is a credit

card.

A persona can be used to generate a set of locked personas. Each locked persona

is a proof of ownership of that persona. One may compare a locked persona to a

digital signature on a message. The signature is a proof that the signer is the owner
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of the private key.

Figure 3.1 shows the structure of both personas and locked personas. A persona

has a statements part. Each statement specifies the status of an attribute or a set

of attributes. The space of attributes is include any kind of statement that can be

represented as a textual string. However, one should be careful while specifying the

statements. The statements should not contain information unique to a very small

set of individuals, since this may be used to re-identify those individuals. A persona

also has a secret and a provider parts. The secret is used by the individual to use

the persona, while the provider part specifies the organization which guarantees this

persona.

A locked persona contains the statements of a persona. It has a signature on

a message that serves two purposes. First, it ties the locked persona to a specific

message. For example, the message can be the details of the interaction between the

individual and the organization. Second, it proves that the individual has a persona.

The figure shows an example persona generated by Queen’s University and sent to

a student. The student may use the persona to generate locked personas and interact

with organizations. Each locked persona conveys the statements of the persona, yet

without showing the persona or the secret to the organization.

The following lists the properties of locked personas. The properties help achieve

privacy for individuals, while guaranteeing for organizations that they are protected

against misuse.

• A set of locked personas generated by a persona are unlinkable to each other.

Thus, the interactions of an individual cannot be profiled. This is achieved using

cryptographic constructs. Chapter 4 shows how personas are implemented and
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how locked personas are generated such that each locked persona is unlinkable

to other locked personas.

• A locked persona is a proof that an individual has requested a service from an

organization. Usually, individuals send access requests to organizations, while

these organizations reply with responses.

• A locked persona may encode an interaction details. For example, in e-commerce

settings, a locked persona may encode the information on the purchased goods

and time of purchase.

• A locked persona can be traced, in case of conflict resolution, to the persona

which generated that locked persona. The tracing functionality is available to

trusted organizations only, responsible for law enforcement.

The anonymity attacks described in Section 1.2 are based on linking similar at-

tributes. Asserting the exact values of attributes, therefore, should be avoided, since

it leads to profiling individuals.

There are four entities that comprise the system:

1. Individuals. Individuals use personas to protect their privacy.

2. Persona providers (PPs). PPs provide individuals with personas and act as

guarantors of these personas.

3. Service providers (SPs). SPs offer services to individuals based on their

personas.

4. De-anonymization authorities (DAs). DAs trace, with the help of PPs,

personas to their corresponding individuals.
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Figure 3.2: The entities generating and using personas

Figure 3.2 shows the flow of personas among the different components. A persona

is generated at a PP and sent, along with a secret, to an individual. The individual

generates a locked persona and sends it to an SP. The SP verifies the locked persona in

a completely standalone way. If there is a problem with the transaction, for example

the individual is trying to rob the merchant in some way, the SP can send the locked

persona to a DA. The DA extracts the persona, and sends it to the PP. The PP is

the only component that can reconstruct the mapping of the persona back to the

individual. An e-commerce example is used to illustrate the entities, in which an

individual shops online.

An individual requests a persona provider to generate a persona that attests the

individual financial ability. Based on the individual attributes, the PP provides that

individual with a persona, while keeping a record of the association of individual and

persona, in case it is ever needed for de-anonymization. A secret key is also generated

and sent to the individual.

Each time the individual visits a service provider, the individual uses the persona

and the secret key to generate a locked persona. The individual sends the locked
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persona to the SP. Locked personas are proofs that individuals have personas from

PPs. Locked personas convey the same guarantees as personas. Each of these locked

personas, however, looks different and cannot be associated either with the individual

or with each other. Since locked personas are unlinkable to each other, the actions of

the individual across interactions are unlinkable.

The SP verifies the information in that locked persona, without the need to con-

tact the PP. Note that the locking process can incorporate extra information, for

example, the name of the SP, the name of the product, the date and time of the in-

teraction. Note that an individual’s locked persona and an SP’s reply are a proof that

an individual has requested a service from the SP. This allows the interaction to be

binding for the individual and the SP. PPs may also issue personas that individuals

can use them no more than n-times.

Personas also offer three important features. The following sections explains these

features.

3.1.1 Encoding Relations among Individuals

Personas have the ability to encode relations among individuals, which allows access

policies to be formulated based on relations [45]. When the personas are presented to

an SP, the SP may verify the relationships among these personas. Yet, all showings

of these personas are unlinkable. If these personas are presented again to the same

SP, the SP cannot tell whether these personas have been presented before.

For example, a couple may have two personas linked with the ‘couple’ relationship.

When the two personas are presented simultaneously to an SP, the SP can verify that

the two individuals behind the personas are a couple. If the couple visit the SP at a
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Figure 3.3: Tree-like relationship among project members

later time, the SP cannot distinguish this couple from other couples.

The same feature may encode more complex relationships, for example encoding

relationships involving many individuals. The individuals involved in a more complex

relationship can create related locked personas which they can present to an SP. The

SP can verify the relationship among these individuals. If the individuals revisit the

same SP, they cannot be distinguished from any other group of individuals having a

relationship with the same structure.

This feature can be used to require that a specified set of people in a specified

relationship must all participate in an action at once. For example, using a business

account can require the simultaneous action of several specified company officers.

Allowing a child to cross a national border can be permitted only in the presence of

at least one of her parents.

Figure 3.3 illustrates a scenario where the relationship among project members

has a tree-like structure. If the individuals are considered as nodes and the relations

as edges, then we represent arbitrary graphs.

Although some identity-management systems (IMSs) [10, 22] may encode relations

as extra attributes, this leads to a serious privacy violation. Consider the following
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scenario, at which a student and her supervisor want to prove, to a university web

service, the student/supervisor relation. Identity providers, in existing IMSs, may

provide the student and the supervisor with two certificates. Each certificate has

an attribute stating part of the relation. But that creates the problem of preventing

other students from claiming that they are supervised by that supervisor. The identity

provider may assign the attributes as supervisor pseudonym and student pseudonym,

where the pseudonym parts are equal. This, however, makes the actions of the indi-

viduals linkable, since the pseudonyms remain fixed for all actions. Personas encode

relations without creating this form of linkability, as discussed in Section 3.1.4.

3.1.2 Symmetric Interactions

There are many business-to-consumer (B2C) scenarios, in which service providers

need to interact anonymously with customers. For example, many hotel chains use

arbitrageurs to sell their room surplus at a lower price, but without necessarily re-

vealing their brand so as not to undercut their full-price sales. To prove the quality

of the services, these hotels must prove their properties, for example the star rating

and the presence of amenities, such as swimming pools.

Since hotels do not reveal their brand names, they rely on arbitrageurs to prove

hotel properties to customers. Well-known arbitrageurs facilitating such transactions

include Priceline, Hotwire, Travelocity, and Lastminute. Arbitrageurs present indi-

viduals with offers and their properties, and reveal the hotel identities only after the

transaction is complete. This leaves individuals, who wish to verify available offers,

with no option other than to trust the arbitrageurs. Arbitrageurs charge the real

suppliers not only for providing a service but also for acting as guarantors of product
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attributes.

Personas generalize the notion of anonymity to include service providers. The goal

is to make interactions between service providers and individuals symmetric, where

each one proves to the other certain attributes, while both remaining anonymous.

3.1.3 Constrained Interactions

Apart from individuals’ identity attributes, service providers may need to enforce a

constraint on the rate at which individuals access services. For example, a reputation

management system may permit an individual to submit no more than one reputation

score for a given product, per time period. A provider may allow an individual to use

a service n number of times per day.

Personas permit the enforcement of such constraints using tickets. A ticket is

a message signed by a persona provider. A ticket contains the number of requests

that an individual has made for a specific service, in a specific period of time. Such

information helps service providers to enforce constraints that deal with the rate an

individual may access a service.

Assume that a service provider allows an individual to access a service no more

than once a day. To enforce this requirement, the SP requires individuals to generate

locked personas and to contact their PPs to generate tickets. Individuals submit

their locked personas and their tickets to the SP. The SP uses the locked personas

to decide whether the individuals are eligible, and the tickets to decide whether the

tickets satisfy the constraint, that is, using a service once a day. Note that although

PPs generate tickets for individuals, they cannot learn the identity of the SPs that

these tickets will be used at.
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3.1.4 Do Personas Solve the Problems Stated in Section 1.2?

The first problem is profiling individuals by data-fusion techniques. This problem has

two sides: the linkability problem, in which an individual’s actions are associated with

each other to create a profile, and the de-anonymization problem, in which a profile is

used to re-identify an individual with the help of information from other sources. It

is clear that by avoiding the linkability problem, then the de-anonymization becomes

infeasible.

Personas avoid the linkability problem by conveying no more than the minimal

information needed to allow individuals to participate in interactions. Since an indi-

vidual uses personas to generate locked personas which are unlinkable to each other,

an SP, or a set of SPs, can neither link the actions of an individual to each other nor

to the individual.

The second problem occurs when an individual interacts with two organizations,

possibly more, without knowing that they are partners and may share his identity

information. Personas solve this problem by avoiding the linkability problem.

The third problem is the effects of human error. Assume that the system ad-

ministrators at two SPs, say SP1 and SP2, set access policies such that intruders can

access the SPs’ database of customer information. Suppose that SP1 relies on privacy

policies, while SP2 relies on personas. Intruders, accessing SP1’s database, will com-

promise valuable identity information, like credit cards. Intruders, accessing SP2’s

database, will compromise locked personas, which has no value for those intruders.

Each locked persona is a proof that an individual, certified by a PP, has requested a

service from that SP, possibly at a specific time. There is no value for the intruder

in stealing locked personas.
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The fourth problem is the extension of anonymity to include the case where a set

of individuals interact with an organization. The set of individuals should be capable

of proving a set of relations among themselves. As shown in Subsection 3.1.1, current

systems do not handle this type of interaction. Chapter 4 provides the required

cryptographic constructs to achieve this property.

The fifth problem is the need of some organizations to interact, anonymously, with

individuals, without reliance on arbitrageurs. Personas allow for this arrangement as

described in Section 3.1.2. Chapter 5 presents a system based on personas that

enables businesses to sell their products and services to consumers, anonymously,

without total reliance on arbitrageurs.

The sixth problem is that current work on privacy rarely considers reputation-

based trust management. Chapter 7 presents the application of personas in reputation-

based trust. The chapter designs an anonymous reputation-management system.

3.1.5 Are Personas Prone to Behavioral Mining?

Behavioral mining can be used to study the patterns individuals follow in their ac-

tions to learn new information about these individuals. Since locked personas of an

individual are unlinkable to each other, the actions of that individual are unlinkable

to each other too. Even if an individual follows the same pattern when accessing

a service, it is highly unlikely that behavioral mining can link the actions of that

individual. This is true in most applications, since the set of individuals who share

the same behavior is large.
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3.2 System Architecture

This subsection explains each component in more detail.

3.2.1 Persona Providers, PPs

Individuals contact PPs and submit claims, while PPs verify the claims and reply

with personas. Personas are generated as follows.

An individual contacts a PP and claim a set of attributes. The PP validates the

individual claims. The process of validating the claims is dependent on several issues,

for example, PP policies and the type of attributes claimed. Normally, this process

is considered out of the scope in the majority of the work in this area. Nevertheless,

when an individual claims some attributes, one of the following three scenarios is

most likely to be the case.

1. The attributes are directly verifiable by the PP. In this case, the PP proceeds

with validation.

2. The attributes are not directly verifiable by the PP, but the attributes are

backed up by another PP. In this case, the PP requests the individual to submit

a persona from the latter PP before proceeding with validation.

3. The attributes are not verifiable by the PP. In this case, the PP requires the

individual to be present or to call an agent.

This is quite similar to how authentication works in the real world. All attributes

are derived from a few basic identity attributes. For example, credit cards are backed

up by credit ratings, which are backed up by bank balances, which require government
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Figure 3.4: PPs providing an individual with personas

identification to open. Once the attributes are validated by the PP, a persona is

generated as follows.

1. The PP encodes the individual’s attributes.

2. The encoded package is signed by the PP.

3. The signed package represents the persona, which is sent back to the individual.

Identity providers in our society are of a number of different types. Governments

guarantee personal identities such as citizenship; schools and universities guarantee

credentials such as degrees; supervisors guarantee character or performance by writing

references; and financial institutions guarantee financial worth. Any of these identity

providers can act as a PP. Figure 3.4 shows an individual receiving personas from

different PPs.

3.2.2 Individuals

Individuals receive personas from PPs, and store these personas for later use at SPs.

Individuals must keep their personas securely stored. An individual follows these
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Figure 3.5: An individual using her personas at various SPs

steps to use a persona.

1. The individual requests a service from an SP, which replies with a list of required

personas.

2. The individual generates a locked persona from each of the required personas.

3. The individual sends the locked personas to the SP. If the locked personas satisfy

the SP’s access policy for the requested service, the individual gets access.

Figure 3.5 shows the same individual using many services with her personas.

The government persona is used to prove that she is over 18. She also enjoys the

student offer at her phone company after providing a locked persona obtained from

her university that guarantees she is eligible. She downloads music from an online

store with a locked persona obtained from her bank.

3.2.3 Service Providers, SPs

Service providers can be any web service on the Internet, or indeed any real-world

service provider. Each SP keeps a list of PPs that it trusts. Individuals with personas
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from the trusted PPs are allowed to use the services at the SP. For example, Amazon

accepts payments made using Visa and Master credit cards. The SP follows these

steps to verify a locked persona of an individual.

1. The SP determines which PP parameters to use to verify the locked persona

(encoded in the locked persona).

2. The SP verifies whether the locked personas are valid and the attributes sat-

isfy the access policy of the requested service. Note that this is done without

contacting the PP.

3. The SP replies with a signed message to confirm.

3.2.4 De-anonymization Authorities, DAs

DAs are invoked when there is a need to extract the persona used to generate a

specific locked persona. To prevent a DA from tracing a locked persona directly to

the corresponding individual, a DA can only recover the persona. Only PPs can link

a persona back to an individual.

1. The DA receives the locked persona from the SP.

2. The persona behind the locked persona is extracted.

3. The DA sends the persona to the PP for further de-anonymization to an indi-

vidual.

Figure 3.6 shows two scenarios involving DAs. One scenario comprises a bank,

which has two components: a PP providing personas, and a DA tracing them. The
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Figure 3.6: De-anonymizing personas using DAs

music store sends a locked bank persona to the bank to collect the money it is owed

as the result of selling something to that persona. The bank traces the locked persona

back to the individual who spent the money. The other scenario comprises an auction

service sending a locked persona to a DA. The DA extracts the persona and sends it

to the government to be traced to an individual.

3.2.5 Persona Use-Case

Individuals may use online resources to prepare their tax returns. For example, uFile

and QuickTax are two online tools that individuals use to prepare their taxes. Once

an individual prepares her return, she may print the return and mail it. She may

also use NetFile to submit the return electronically. NetFile is a Canada Revenue

Agency (CRA) web service that allows taxpayers to electronically submit their tax

returns. NetFile is only accessible with a personalized access code. CRA provides

eligible taxpayers with the needed personalized access code to use NetFile.

Currently, individuals must supply uFile or QuickTax with their information for

these online tools to prepare their returns. This information includes individual

names, social insurance numbers, dates of birth, addresses, postal codes, and even
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their banking account information (for electronic deposit/withdrawel). Individuals

pay for the services of uFile and QuickTax using credit cards. Credit card informa-

tion has to be specified for uFile and QuickTax. This way of conducting business

puts individual identities at risk.

Personas can be used to protect individual identities. All of the above mentioned

identity information is not needed to prepare the returns, but only to associate returns

with individuals. This association can be done using personas, without requiring

individuals to release their identity information.

First, CRA supplies individuals with personas instead of access codes. Banks also

supply individuals with personas instead of credit cards. Individuals prepare their

returns at uFile or QuickTax. Instead of paying with credit cards, individuals may pay

be their bank personas. Second, individuals use their bank personas to generate locked

personas. uFile and QuickTax may contact banks and send the locked personas to

collect their money. Individuals use their CRA personas to generate locked personas

that associate returns to individuals. Third, NetFile may verify these locked personas,

which shows that the individuals behind these locked personas are indeed certified

by CRA to use NetFile. Finally, NetFile may de-anonymize locked personas to learn

the identity of individuals behind these locked personas to finalize the tax return

applications.

3.3 System Operations

This section uses a sample scenario to illustrate the operations required to manage

personas. The operations are then listed and described. The descriptions are limited

to show the input and output of each operation. The implementation of the operations
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is left for Chapter 4.

3.3.1 A Sample Scenario

To facilitate the description of the operations, a sample scenario is used to illustrate

the management of personas. In this scenario, Bob is a student at a university. He

wishes to access his university library, online. Bob will be more willing to interact

with the library, if the library does not build a profile of the books he is reading.

The library allows students to access the library if they show a university-issued

credential. The library also has a policy that permits a student to access no more

than five books in a single day.

It is clear that we have a conflict of interest. To enable Bob to have unlinkable

actions at the library, his university’s credential should not contain an identifying

part, which tells him apart from other students. To enable the library to limit the

number of books that Bob access, during a single day, the library must keep track

of each book that Bob access. Current identity-management systems do not allow

individuals to have unlinkable actions, while at the same time allow organizations to

limit the number of times individuals access their services.

To allow Bob to have unlinkable actions at the library, while ensuring the library

that students are held accountable, personas are used. The following depicts the steps

that Bob, his university, and his library take to satisfy the concerns of each one of

them.

The university acts as Bob’s persona provider, whereas the library acts as his

service provider. For simplicity, assume that the DA is the university. First, Bob

requests a persona from his university. The University, after making sure that Bob is
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a student, responds with issuing a persona to Bob. The persona acts as a university

credential issued to Bob.

Bob uses the persona to access the library. He does that by generating a locked

persona each time he wants to access the library.

The library makes sure that the locked persona corresponds to a university-issued

persona by verifying that locked persona. Should conflicts arise, the university,

which acts as the de-anonymization entity, can re-identify students by tracing locked

personas.

The described scenario deals with Bob’s concerns, however, it does not address the

need to limit Bob to access no more than five books. But recall that personas allow

for constrained interactions. Therefore, the library may know the number of books

accessed by Bob. To do this, the library asks Bob to submit a ticket. The university

generates a ticket for Bob, while the library verifies that ticket. Ticket generation

does not give the university any information about the service that Bob is submitting

the ticket to; that is, the university does not learn the books that Bob wants, or even

if Bob is using the ticket at the library or at another place.

The bold-face words represent the operations on personas. They are described in

the next section.

3.3.2 A High-Level Description

The operations are grouped by the entity which invokes them.

Operations at PPs, University

SetupAtPP : initializations → PP pparam × PP prkey

PPs, like the university for Bob, use SetupAtPP to generate the public parameters
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PP pparam and their private keys.

Wrap : attributes × proof × PP pparam × PP prkey → persona

Wrap is executed by a PP to generate a persona for an individual. The PP receives

a set of claimed attributes from the individual, along with the proof that individual

is entitled to the attributes. The proof may take the form of a locked persona or any

other forms acceptable by the PP. The PP returns a persona to that the individual.

In Bob’s scenario, the university executes wrap to generate a persona for Bob.

Check Wrap : persona × PP pparam → boolean

Check Wrap is used by an individual or a PP to check if a persona is valid. Bob

invokes Check Wrap to check his university persona.

Generate Ticket : tRequest × locked persona × PP pparam × PP prkey → ticket

Generate Ticket is executed by a PP to generate a ticket, to be used by an indi-

vidual at an SP. In Bob’s scenario, the university generates a ticket, based on Bob’s

ticket request. Bob needs a ticket whenever he wants to access a library which has a

limit on the number of books accessed by Bob.

Operations by individuals, Bob

Show : message × persona × PP pparam ×DA pparam → locked persona

Show is executed by an individual to generate a locked persona, proving the

ownership of her persona. The individual then sends the looked persona to the SP. The

show operation may also associate some meta-information with the locked persona,

for example, an action, message, and time-stamp. We can treat Show as a signature

on a message or an action. In Bob’s scenario, Bob executes Show to generate a locked

university persona.

Selective Show : message × persona × PP pparam ×DA pparam → locked persona
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An individual may use Selective Show to show a subset of a persona to an SP. For

example, the university may distribute Bob’s attributes across several personas. Bob

then can use each persona to prove a specific attribute.

Operations at SPs, University Library

Verify : message × locked persona × PP pparam ×DA pparam → boolean

A verifying entity V, receiving a locked persona, uses Verify to check the validity

of the received locked persona. If Verify is passed successfully, the SP knows two

facts. First, the individual is indeed certified by a PP to use a persona. Second, the

locked persona and the SP’s signed reply are a proof that the individual has requested

a service from the SP. In Bob’s scenario, the university library uses Verify to check

that the locked persona is valid with respect to the university.

VerifyRelation : locked personas × PP pparam ×DA pparam × relations → boolean

A verifying entity V, receiving a set of locked personas, uses VerifyRelation to

check the validity of not only the locked personas, but also the relations between them.

If VerifyRelation is passed successfully, V knows three facts. First, the generating

entities are indeed certified by a PP to use these personas. Second, the locked personas

form a proof that these entities have participated in a transaction with V. Third, the

claimed relations among these individuals are valid.

Verify Ticket : ticket × tRequest → boolean

Verify Ticket is used by organizations to validate the tickets submitted by indi-

viduals, and make sure that these individuals are not exceeding the limit of access.

In Bob’s scenario, the library validates Bob’s ticket and determines the number of

books Bob accessed. The university cannot associate the tickets of Bob with each

other.
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Operations at DAs, University

SetupAtDA : initializations → DA pparam ×DA prkey

DAs, like the university in Bob’s scenario, use Setup At DA to generate the public

parameters DA pparam and their private keys.

Trace : locked persona ×DA public parameters ×DA prkey → persona

Trace is used by a DA to trace a locked persona back to a persona. In Bob’s

scenario, the university uses Trace to trace Bob’s locked personas back to him.

3.3.3 Cryptographic Constructs

Personas can be supported by cryptographic systems that are capable of the following

functionality.

1. Unlinkability of interaction transcripts. When an individual uses a certificate

repeatedly at SPs, possibly at the same SP, the SPs cannot link the different

usages of that certificate. This functionality is needed to prevent SPs from

profiling individuals.

2. Encoding and verifying relations. Two or more individuals with arbitrary rela-

tions may use their certificates at SPs, possibly at the same SP, to prove these

relations.

3. Supporting constrained interactions. Service providers should be able to specify

a limit on the rate at which an individual may use a service, in a given time

interval.

Idemix [22] achieves unlinkability of interaction transcripts; however, it needs to be

modified to accommodate relationship verification and for constrained interactions.
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To implement personas, we use the hidden ID-based signature scheme [52]. The

scheme is chosen since it allow authorities to generate certificates based on identities.

Certificates can be used to generate verifiable signatures on messages. The identity

of the signer is not needed to verify the signature. This prevents verifiers from linking

signatures produced by a signer to each other. The functionality needed to implement

personas is built using the cryptographic constructs provided by the scheme.

3.4 Threat Model

The threat model is illustrated in Figure 3.7. The figure shows the attacks that can

be launched against the system. The adversaries are represented as red circles and

labelled A1 to A4. The following describes each attack:

• Forging Personas. A1 issues a persona that is valid with respect to a PP.

• Forging Locked Personas. A2 generates a verifiable locked persona that

corresponds to a valid persona.

• Forging Attributes. A2 possesses a valid persona and uses it to generate

verifiable locked personas that contain attributes not certified by a PP.

• De-anonymizing Locked Personas. A3 traces a locked persona to the per-

sona used to generate that locked persona.

• Linking Locked Personas. A4 links locked personas, that have been gener-

ated by a valid persona, to each other.

Chapter 4 presents a cryptographic framework that supports persona manage-

ment. The chapter also shows that personas are protected against these attacks.
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Figure 3.7: The threat model

3.5 Chapter Summary

Personas are the building block of our system. They facilitate unlinkable interactions

between an individual and an organization, as well as between a set of individuals and

an organization. This chapter describes personas and presents a system to manage

them. The chapter serves as a high level view of the system, whereas Chapter 4 focuses

on the design and implementation detail. Section 3.1 defines personas and explains

their features. The architecture of the persona-management system is discussed in

Section 3.2. Section 3.3 lists the operations that each entity in the system is allowed

to perform. The threat model of the system is discussed in Section 3.4.



Chapter 4

A Cryptographic Framework for

Personas

This chapter presents the cryptographic constructs required to implement personas

and their features. The constructs uses identity-based cryptography. Section 4.1 in-

troduces the notion of identity-based cryptography. Section 4.2 describes the Hidden

Identity-based Signatures (HIDS) scheme [52]. This scheme serves as the base on

which we build the required operations to support persona management. Section 4.2

also explains why HIDS needs to be modified to support personas. Section 4.3 modi-

fies the HIDS scheme to manage personas. Appendix A describes the correctness and

security of the extension, which address the threat model illustrated in the previous

chapter.

50
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4.1 Identity-based Signatures

In public-key infrastructure (PKI), an individual receives her public/private key pair

from a certificate authority. In identity-based cryptography, however, the identity

of an individual is the public key. The corresponding private key is generated by a

private-key generator (PKG). Thus, PKGs replace certificate authorities. The advan-

tage of ID-based cryptography is that Bob does not need to contact Alice’s certificate

authority to encrypt a message for her, as is the case in PKI. Bob uses Alice’s iden-

tity as the public key for encryption, whereas Alice uses her private key to decrypt

messages as in PKI. ID-based signatures are the signing mechanism in ID-based cryp-

tography. Bob’s PKG computes his private key and sends it to Bob. Bob uses the

private key to sign messages, whereas Alice uses Bob’s identity as the public key. ID-

based signatures were initially proposed by Shamir [73] and early practical realization

appeared in 2001 by Boneh et al. [17].

4.2 Hidden ID-based Signatures (HIDS)

HIDS is an identity-based signature scheme. The scheme has the following property:

signed messages are verifiable without the public key (identity) of the signer. Only

the public key of the identity provider is needed. The scheme employs an identifica-

tion protocol and turns the protocol into a signature scheme using the Fiat-Shamir

method [32]. The scheme splits the role of the identity provider into an identity

manager and an opening authority. The identity manager issues certificates to indi-

viduals, while the opening authority may open the signatures generated from these

certificates. Opening a signature refers to the process of extracting the public key of
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the signer. The scheme provides these six operations:

Setup. Initializes the public/private key pair of both Identity Manager (IDP) and

de-anonymizing Authority (DA).

Registration. The IDP registers an individual by issuing a certificate, which is a

signature on that individual identity produced by the IDP private key.

Check Reg. The individual checks whether the identity and certificate pair are valid

with respect to each other.

Sign. Signatures are generated as follows. The individual commits the identity and

the certificate. Then, a proof of knowledge (Σ-protocol) is used to prove the knowledge

of the value of the committed identity and certificate, and that the certificate is

a signature on that identity. The output of Σ-protocol is hashed along with the

message to be signed. The committed identity and certificate, the protocol output,

the produced hash, and the message comprise the signature.

Verify. The verifier uses the IDP public key to check the signature is valid and that

the signer certificate and identity are encrypted with the DA public key.

Open. The DA uses its private key to decrypt and extract the signer’s committed

identity from a valid signature.

The scheme provides the basic cryptographic support for generating, verifying, and

tracing signatures. We extend the scheme to provide the needed persona features,

such as showing attributes, proving relations, and enabling constrained interactions.

4.2.1 HIDS Operations

Setup: {public parameters , IDP keys ,DA keys} ← Setup.
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Setup is used to generate the required public/private keys for the IDP and DA.

The keys are generated based on Boneh and Boyen [15] signature scheme. Setup

generates (p, g,G,G2, e), where G and G2 are cyclic groups of prime order p, g is a

generator for G, and e is a bilinear map, e : G×G→ G2. The IDP public key is the

pair (X = gx, Y = gy), where x and y are random elements in Zp. The IDP private

key is the pair (x, y). DA public key is given by (u, v, w), where w is a random

element in G and w = ub = vd, b and d are random elements in Zp. DA private key

is (b, d). The public parameters of the system are (p, g,G,G2, e,X, Y, u, v, w, h,H),

where h is a random element in G, and H is a hash function.

Register: certificate ← Register(identifier)

When an individual requests a certificate from the IDP, the IDP encodes that

individual’s identity as an identifier, say I. The mapping between the identifiers and

the real identity of the individual is securely stored at the IDP. The IDP issues a

certificate C to that individual by signing I with its private key. Note that r is a

random element in Zp.

C = {s = g(x+I+y r)−1

, r} (4.1)

Check Reg: boolean ← Check Reg(identifier , certificate)

An individual may check the validity of her certificate by checking if the following

condition holds: e(s,XgIY r) = e(g, g).

Sign: signature ← Sign(identifier , certificate,message)

This operation is used to generate signatures on messages. Signing a message M

with a certificate C requires these steps:

• The individual uses the encryption scheme of Boneh et al. [16] to commit I in
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(U, V,W ).

U = uk, V = vl,W = wl+k gI (4.2)

where l and k are random numbers in Zp.

• The individual commits C in (S,R), where S = gr1s, R = gr2hr1Y r, and r1 and

r2 are random elements in Zp.

• The individual uses the Σ-protocol described below, to prove the knowledge of

the committed values of C and I, and that C is a valid signature on I.

• The variables of the Σ-protocol are hashed along with the message to be signed.

• The committed values, hash, and M represents a HIDS signature.

The Σ-protocol

The individual uses the protocol to prove the knowledge of C and I committed in

S and R and that C is a valid signature on I. Compute α1 = r1k, α2 = r1l, α3 = r1r2,

α4 = r21, α5 = r1r. Choose ηI , ηk, ηl, ηr, ηr1 , ηr2 , ηα1 , ηα2 , ηα3 , ηα4 , and ηα5 randomly

from Zp.

B1 = u−ηk , B2 = v−ηl , B3 = w−(ηk+ηl)g−ηI , B4 = g−ηr2h−ηr1Y −ηr ,

B5 = U−ηr1uηα1 , B6 = V −ηr1vηα2 , B7 = R−ηr1gηα3hηα4Y ηα5 ,

B8 = e(g,X W R)ηr1e(S,w)ηk+ηle(g, w)−(ηα1+ηα2)e(S, g)ηr2e(g, g)−ηα3e(S, h)ηr1e(g, h)−ηα4

c = H(M,S,R, U, V,W,B1, ..., B8), λI = ηI + c I, λr = ηr + c r,

λr1 = ηr1 + c r1, λr2 = ηr2 + c r2, λk = ηk + c k, λl = ηl + c l, λα1 = ηα1 + c α1,

λα2 = ηα2 + c α2, λα3 = ηα3 + c α3, λα4 = ηα4 + c α4, λα5 = ηα5 + c α5 (4.3)
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The tuple σ = {S,R, U, V,W, c, λr, λr1 , λr2 , λk, λl, λI , λα1 , λα2 , λα3 , λα4 , λα5} is the

HIDS signature on M.

Verify: boolean ← Verify(signature,message)

The operation checks whether a received (signature, message) pair represents a

valid HIDS signature. The verifier uses the following condition to check that σ is a

valid signature on M .

c = H(M,S,R, U, V,W,U cu−λk , V cv−λl ,W cw−(λk+λl)gλI ,

Rcg−λr2h−λr1Y −λr, U−λr1uλα1 , V −λr1vλα2 , R−λr1gλα3hλα4Y λα5 ,

e(g,X W R)λr1e(S,w)(λk+λl)e(g, w)−(λα1+λα2 )e(S, g)λr2e(g, g)−λα3

e(S, h)λr1e(g, h)−λα4 (e(g, g)/e(S,X W R))c) (4.4)

Open: identifier ← Open(signature)

The private key of the DA (b, d) is used to extract gI from the commitment

(U, V,W ); then gI is sent to the IDP ( gI = U−bV −dW ). The IDP maps the identifier

back to the real identity by looking up the values of gI from a table.

4.3 The Extended HIDS Scheme

The HIDS scheme cannot be used as is to implement the needed system operations.

The signer can prove the possession of a certificate from the IDP, but nothing be-

yond that. The scheme, therefore, needs modification to allow individuals to show

attributes, prove relations, or rate service providers. We extend the scheme by mod-

ifying each operation. The modified system is called the extended HIDS for short.

In the extended HIDS, the PP plays the role of the IDP. The next section describes

the operations of the extended HIDS.
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4.3.1 Extended HIDS Operations

This section presents our HIDS extension to support the required functionality. The

correctness and security of the extension are addressed in Appendix A. A subscript e

is appended to the names of the extended HIDS operations to distinguish them from

the HIDS ones.

Setupe: {public parameters ,PP keys ,DA keys} ← Setupe

Setup is not changed.

Registere: {persona, secret} ← Register e(identifier)

A PP uses HIDS’s Register operation to issue certificates to individuals. When

an individual requests a certificate from a PP, the PP generates two identifiers (Ibase ,

and Ifull). The difference to the HIDS identifiers is that these identifiers are composed

of two parts: a pseudonym part, which is a random number to distinguish between

individuals, and an attributes part, which encodes the attributes of the individual.

The pseudonym part of Ibase and Ifull are equal. The attributes part of Ibase is assigned

to 0, that is, no attributes, while the attributes part of Ifull is assigned to the encoding

of the attributes that the individual is entitled to. For simplicity, assume that i

bits of the identifier encodes the pseudonym, while the remaining j bits encodes the

attributes.

The PP invokes the HIDS’s Register operation twice, once per identifier. The PP

sends the two identifiers and the certificate on them to the individual. The identifiers

(Ibase , Ifull) constitute the persona, while the certificates (Cbase , Cfull) are the secret.

Cbase ← Register(Ibase), Cfull ← Register(Ifull) (4.5)

persona = {Ibase , Ifull}, secret = {Cbase , Cfull} (4.6)

Check Rege: boolean ← Check Reg(persona, secret)
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An individual may check the validity of her (persona, secret) pair by checking if

the following condition holds:

true = Check Reg(Ibase , Cbase) && true = Check Reg(Ifull , Cfull) (4.7)

Signe: locked persona ← Signe(persona, secret ,message, attributes)

This operation is used to generate locked personas. This is achieved by generating

HIDS signatures on messages. Signatures are the implementation of locked personas,

where each (signature, message) pair represents a locked persona. Signe can be used

to sign messages, with or without showing attributes. For example, an individual

affiliated with a university authenticates to the ACM Digital Library, which requires

nothing more than that the individual is affiliated with that university. In this case,

the individual supplies Ibase to to Sign operation of the HIDS scheme to sign a message

M , which produces σbase (see Equation 4.8). The pair (M , σbase) is a locked persona.

The individual sends the signature and the message to the verifying entity.

σbase ← Sign(M, Ibase , Cbase) (4.8)

If the individual needs to show attributes to the verifying entity, both identifiers

are needed. Signe invokes two instances of the HIDS’s Sign operation, once per

each (identifier, certificate) pair. Locked personas generated by this type of Signe

contain attributes as well (see Equation 4.9). A locked persona is the tuple (signature,

message, attribute).

σbase ← Sign(M, Ibase , Cbase), σfull ← Sign(M, Ifull , Cfull)

σbase = {Sbase , Rbase , Ubase , Vbase ,Wbase , ...}, σfull = {Sfull , Rfull , Ufull , Vfull ,Wfull , ...}

(4.9)
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Note that the same message M is used in both instances. Further, both instances

of Sign should use the same values for the random variables l and k in Equation 4.2.

The individual sends the signatures, the message, and the attributes to the verifying

entity.

Verifye: boolean ← Verifye(locked persona,message, attribute)

The Verifye operation has two flavours: one to deal with signatures generated by

Equation 4.8, and another to deal with signatures of Equation 4.9. If Equation 4.8 is

used to generate a signature, then the HIDS’s Verify operation is supplied with the

(message, signature) pair. If Verify returns true, then σbase is a valid signature on M .

true = Verify(M,σbase) (4.10)

If Equation 4.9 is used to generate signatures, the verification proceeds as follows

(this is the case where an individual needs to prove attributes to the verifying entity).

First, the HIDS’s Verify operation is invoked twice to check the validity of both

signatures (Equation 4.11). If Equation 4.11 holds, then both signatures are valid.

true = Verify(M,σbase) && true = Verify(M,σfull) (4.11)

Second, the attributes that the individual is claiming are checked. Recall that the

difference between Ibase and Ifull is that Ifull encodes the individual’s attributes, while

Ibase does not, which implies attributes = Ifull − Ibase . Recall also that σbase contains

the commitment of Ibase , while σfull contains the commitment of Ifull (Equation 4.12).

Wbase = wl+k gIbase , Wfull = wl+k gIfull (4.12)

To check whether the attributes that the individual is claiming are the same

attributes encoded in the identifiers supplied to her by the PP, the verifying entity
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checks whether Equation 4.13 holds:

Wbase g
attributes = Wfull (4.13)

We need to prevent an individual from swapping Wbase and Wfull , which would

enable her to claim (−attributes), instead of attributes . This is done by appending

two bits to both identifiers at the most significant part. Ibase bits become the binary

string of 00 appended to Ibase bits; that is, 00 + Ibase . Ifull bits become the binary

string of 01 appended to Ifull bits; that is, 01 + Ifull . Equation 4.13 becomes:

Wbase g
second bit set gattributes = Wfull (4.14)

second bit set is a binary string with the same number of bits as Ibase . All bits of

second bit set are assigned to 0, except for the 2nd most significant bit, which is

assigned to 1.

Opene: persona ← Opene(locked persona)

The HIDS Open operation is used to extract gIbase and gIfull from the commitments

(Equation 4.15). The identifiers are then sent to the PP. The PP maps the identifiers

back to the real identity by looking up the values of the identifiers from a table.

Ibase = Open(σbase), Ifull = Open(σfull) (4.15)

4.3.2 Linkable Signatures

The sign operation of the extended HIDS generates two HIDS signatures, σbase and

σfull , that are linkable to each other. The signatures serve two purposes: proving

that the individual has a persona from a PP, and proving that the individual is

entitled to the attributes inferred from the two signatures. Each time Signe is invoked,

it generates a new pair of two signatures that are linkable to each other, but are
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unlinkable to other pairs. In some cases, however, an individual may need to produce

a pair of signatures that is linkable to a previous one. To generate a new pair that is

linkable to a previous pair, the individual must use the same message and the same

values for the random variables l and k, when generating the new one.

4.3.3 Selective Release of Attributes

Instead of having two identifiers: Ibase and Ifull , the PP can provide an individual with

many identifiers. Selective release of attributes is achieved by providing an individual

with an identifier per attribute or a set of attributes. Let Iage be of the same bit-

length as Ifull , and the pseudonym bits be equal. However, all the attributes bits are

0s except for the bits encoding the age. An individual with Iage certified by PP can

use the Sign operation of the extended HIDS to show the age only as follows.

σbase ← Sign(M, Ibase , Cbase), σage ← Sign(M, Iage , Cage)

σbase = {Sbase , Rbase , Ubase , Vbase ,Wbase , ...}, σage = {Sage , Rage , Uage , Vage ,Wage , ...}
(4.16)

Recall that Wage = wl+k gIage . If Equation 4.17 holds, then the individual is

certified by the PP to have that age attribute.

true = Verify(M,σbase) && true = Verify(M,σage) && Wbase g
Iage = Wage (4.17)

4.3.4 Encoding and Verifying Relations

Similar to the way personas prove attributes, personas may prove the existence of

relations among individuals. An identifier is composed of a pseudonym part and an

attribute part. To encode relations, a third part is added, called a relation. An
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identifier becomes the composition of a pseudonym part, a relation part, and an

attribute part.

identifier = pseudonym, relation, attributes

Let I1 and I2 be two base identifiers issued by a PP for individuals D1 and

D2, respectively. Let the pseudonym bits of both identifiers be equal, and there

be a relation between D1 and D2, for example, D1 is the boss of D2. The PP

encodes that relation by giving D1 and D2 different values for the relation bits as

follows. The relation bits of D1 and D2 are set to re1 and re2, respectively, such that

relation = re2− re1. Note that the attribute bits are assigned to 0 in both identifiers.

The identifiers for D1 and D2 become

I1 = pseudonym, re1, 0

I2 = pseudonym, re2, 0 (4.18)

The PP then register the identifiers, as in Equation 4.6, to generate a persona and

a secret pair for each individual, (P1, S1) and (P2, S2).

{P1, S1} ← Register e(I1), {P2, S2} ← Register e(I2), (4.19)

When D1 and D2 want to prove their relation to a verifying entity V , both use

Signe to sign a message and produce two locked personas (LP1 and LP2). Then,

they send the locked personas and relation to V . Note that relation is appended to

bits of 0s of length a (the attribute bit size).

LP1 ← Signe(M,P1, S1), LP2 ← Signe(M,P2, S2)

LP1 = {σD1 = {S1, R1, U1, V1,W1, ...},M}, LP2 = {σD2 = {S2, R2, U2, V2,W2, ...},M}
(4.20)

The verifying entity uses VerifyRelation to verify the relation. The two locked
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personas must be linkable for the verification to be possible; see Section 4.3.2 for

information on linkable signatures.

VerifyRelatione: boolean ← VerifyRelatione(locked persona, locked persona, relation)

This operation takes two locked personas, which represent signatures on a message,

and a relation. The operation verifies each locked persona alone as in the Verifye

operation; then Equation 4.21 is used to verify the relation. W1 andW2 are computed

as W is computed for the case of one individual, see Equation 4.2.

W1 g
relation = W2 (4.21)

In the same manner, we can specify relations that involve several individuals. In

other words, personas can model graphs, where the nodes are individuals and the

edges are their relations. We achieve this by computing an adjacency matrix for the

required graph. Each cell encodes the relation between two individuals: the individual

corresponding to the column of the cell, and the individual corresponding to the row.

Thus, each row encodes the set of relations between an individual and the remaining

individuals.

Now, we explain in details how a PP provides a set of individuals D with a

set of personas P and the corresponding secrets S, allowing them to prove a set of

relations R. Let Di denotes the i
th individual, Ri denotes the set of relations of the i

th

individual, Rj
i denotes the cell at row i and column j, and Si denotes the i

th persona.

Algorithm 4.1 takes R as input and produces P and S as output. From R we

compute Ŕ, which combines the set Ri into a single value. The relation part of the

identifier of Pi is set to Ŕi. Then, all Pi and Si are generated to get P and S.

Note that the attribute part is 0 for all Pi, and that all Pi have the same value for

pseudonym. The algorithm above encodes the relations of Di, 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. The
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Input: R
Output: S
Ŕ1 = 0
foreach Ŕi in Ŕ, i 6= 1 do

temp =
√

(R1
i−1)

2
+ (R2

i−1)
2
+ ...+ (Rn

i−1)
2

Ŕi = temp + Ŕi−1

end
pseudonym = random
attribute = 0
foreach Pi in P do

relation = Ŕi

identifier = pseudonym , relation , attribute
secret = Registere(identifier)
Pi = identifier , Si = secret

end

Figure 4.1: Generating personas based on an adjacency matrix

relations of Dn can be inferred from other relations (undirected graphs). For directed

graphs, a new persona Pn+1 is needed to compensate. Pi+1 is computed as other Pi

in the algorithm. The PP finally sends P and S to D, where each Di receives a pair

(Pi, Si). In case of directed graphs, Dn receives two pairs (Pn, Sn) and (Pn+1, Sn+1).

Now we turn to how the individuals prove R to an entity V , using P and S. Each

Di signs the same message M using Pi and Si and sends the resulted locked persona

LPi to V , LPi ← Signe(M,Pi, Si). Let LP denotes the set of the locked personas.

The individuals also send R to V . The entity V runs Algorithm 4.2. It is clear from

Algorithm 4.1 that the relations of the ith individual can be recovered from the Ŕi

and Ŕi+1. The algorithm uses LP i+1, LP i, and Ai as input to VerifyRelatione. If any

instance of VerifyRelatione does not pass, the algorithm outputs reject. Otherwise,

it outputs accept.
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Input: R, LP
Output: accept , reject
foreach LPi in LP do

relation =
√

(R1
i )

2
+ (R2

i )
2
+ ...+ (Rn

i )
2

if VerifyRelatione(LPi+1, LPi, relation) = reject then
output reject

end

end
output accept

Figure 4.2: Verifying locked personas against an adjacency matrix

4.3.5 Ticket Management

The following describes the generation and verification of tickets.

GenerateTicket: ticket ← GenerateTicket(ticket request)

An individual contacts her PP to generate a ticket to be used at an SP. The

individual prepares a ticket request mI and sends it to her PP.

mI = {h1, h2}, h1 = H̃(lPersona), h2 = H̃(i, PP, SP ) (4.22)

where H̃ is collision-resistant hash function, i is the time interval from the SP per-

spective, and lPersona is the locked persona used to interact with SP. Since h1 and

h2 are hash values, the PP cannot determine SP’s identity. The PP does not know

for which SP the ticket is generated.

The PP records the total number of times h2 has been submitted by the same

individual, in the current interval iPP , which may or may not be the same as the

interval i. The total n is incremented and appended to mI to get mPP . The PP

generates a ticket t by signing mPP with PP’s key PP key . (any public cryptography
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algorithm, for example RSA, could be used).

t = {mPP , s}, mPP = {h1, h2, n, iPP}, s = SPP key(mPP ) (4.23)

where S generates signatures based on the key PP key . The PP sends t to the

individual as a ticket.

VerifyTicket. The individual forwards h1, h2, i, lPersona, SP , PP , and t to

the SP. The SP verifies and evaluates t against the constraint attached to the service

requested by the individual. If the following equality holds, the SP is ensured that t

is indeed generated by PP.

h1 = H̃(lPersona) && h2 = H̃(i, PP, SP )

true = VPP key(s,mPP ) (4.24)

where V verifies signatures based on the key PP key .

Finally, the SP checks whether n ≤ threshold , where threshold is the limit set by

the SP per individual, in the interval i.

The described algorithm enables SPs to put additional constraints on the rate or

way individuals access services, while it prevents PP from knowing which SPs are

being used. Section 7.4.2 applies the notion of constrained interactions in the area of

anonymous reputation management.

PPs may compute h2 for commonly used services and products; and use such

values to query individuals’ requests to determine which individuals have used these

products. We assume that PPs do not carry out such attacks. Note that one may

use a non-collision resistant hash function, but this leads to collisions. In this case,

SPs may deny individuals receiving legitimate access to services.
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Table 4.1: Mapping cryptographic constructs to the system operations

Concepts and Operations The Extended HIDS
PP → IDP

DA → DA

persona → identifier
secret → certificate

attribute → attributes part of an identifier
locked persona → (HIDS signature, message)

ticket → tickets as in Section 4.3.5
Wrap → Registere

Check Wrap → Check Rege
Show → Signe

Verify → Verifye
Trace → Opene

SelectiveShow → Section 4.3.3
VerifyRelation → Section 4.3.4
GenerateTicket → Section 4.3.5
VerifyTicket → Section 4.3.5

4.3.6 System Operations: Mapping the Constructs

The building blocks of the system are now ready and given by Table 4.1. The table

shows each operation/concept in our system and its equivalent construction that uses

and extends the hidden ID-based signatures. Show and Verify allows for anonymity

and unlinkability of interactions. SelectiveShow achieves selective release of at-

tributes, whereas encoding and verifying relations is achieved by VerifyRelation.

Trace implements persona traceability. SubmitReputation and UpdateReputation

allow for anonymous reputation management. VerifyTicket and GenerateTicket

permit ticket management.
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4.3.7 Implementation

We have implemented and tested the system with the help of the Pairing-based Cryp-

tography (PBC) library [56]. The PBC is a free library written in C and it provides

the necessary functions to write programs that handle elliptic curve generation, el-

liptic curve arithmetic, and pairing computation. The fastest pairing operation takes

11ms on a 1 GHz Pentium 3 machine. The HIDS Sign operation can be optimized to

generate a HIDS signature with two pairing operations and 14 exponentiations. The

HIDS Verify operation can be optimized to verify a HIDS signature with two pairing

operations and 10 exponentiations [52]. Therefore, generating a locked persona that

does not show any attribute requires the same number of parings and exponentia-

tions to generate one HIDS signature. Verifying that locked persona requires the same

number of parings and exponentiations to verify one HIDS signature. To generate a

locked persona that shows attributes, one need double the operations for generating a

HIDS signature, that is, four pairings and 28 exponentiations. Verifying that locked

persona requires four pairings and 20 exponentiations.

We used a 2 GHz Pentium III machine to test the response time and compare

it to the RSA algorithm. Generating a locked persona takes 200 milliseconds, while

verifying that locked persona takes 240 ms. The total is 440 ms. The RSA algorithm

requires approximately 80 ms to generate and verify a signature. The reported times

are based on the same machine used to test our system.

4.3.8 Limitations

The limitations of personas are:

• The system does not provide a mechanism to revoke personas. The system may
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compensate for this by changing its parameters, every specific interval of time,

and re-issue personas for unrevoked individuals.

• Let be P an access policy that is composed of several clauses separated by

the ‘OR’ operator; that is, P = p1|...|pn. Let A a set of identity attributes of

an individual. Let A satisfy one condition of P . Some systems allow for the

evaluation of P , such that the evaluator does not learn which condition of P

has been satisfied. This minimizes the knowledge that the evaluator gain from

evaluating P . Our system does not implement this feature.

• Sharing personas allows an individual, who is not entitled to access a service, to

have illicit access. Personas do not implement techniques to deter individuals

from sharing their personas.

• Since personas are based on an identity-based signature scheme, which is based

on pairing-based cryptography, personas takes more time compared to RSA.

However, research in number theory is enhancing the performance of pairing

operations [8].

4.4 Chapter Summary

In this chapter, the design and implementation of the persona management system

are presented. The chapter presents a framework that provide the necessary crypto-

graphic support to facilitate the management of personas. The framework is based

on extending the Hidden Identity-based Signature scheme [52]. HIDS is described

in Section 4.2. Section 4.2 also shows that HIDS cannot be used as is to support

personas. Section 4.3 presents our extension of HIDS.



Chapter 5

Persona Applications:

E-Commerce

While the majority of research on anonymity is focused on individuals, there are

an increasing number of scenarios that demand anonymity for service providers as

well. For example, in many business to consumer (B2C) scenarios, service providers

sell their surplus to individuals for lower prices through arbitrageurs. Those ser-

vice providers must remain anonymous, to avoid discouraging customers from buying

directly from the service provider, at the regular price.

This chapter presents the application of personas in e-commerce. Section 5.1

states the motivation and our objectives. The related work on anonymity for service

providers are described in Section 5.2. The section shows the differences of the related

work to the work described in this chapter. Section 5.3 presents our approach for

allowing service providers to interact, anonymously, with consumers.

69
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5.1 Objectives

There are two issues that have remained largely unaddressed in previous work. The

first is that an asymmetry is assumed between the roles of customer and supplier.

Customers are required to provide a credential that typically corresponds to “is able

to pay”; whereas the supplier participates in the transaction on the basis of “trust” or

“reputation”1. A customer’s credential is always backed by some other organization:

cash (backed by a government); a credit card (backed by a credit card company or

bank); or even some encrypted attribute, such as a gift card (backed by an authen-

tication mechanism). The use of trust or reputation means that the supplier must

always be identifiable. There are, however, interesting and important possibilities

created by allowing suppliers to participate on the basis of credentials rather than

trust or reputation.

For example, a hotel chain may wish to sell its room surplus at a lower price,

but without necessarily revealing which chain’s rooms they are so as not to undercut

their full-price sales. To do this successfully, they must be able to prove properties

of the rooms and hotels to potential customers, for example the star rating and the

presence of amenities such as swimming pools. In other words, rather than rely on

their brand, they must be explicit about the quality of the product on its own terms.

There are many business-to-consumer (B2C) scenarios of this kind. At present,

the reputation issue is handled by using arbitrageurs whose role is to act as surrogate

suppliers, hiding the actual suppliers but guaranteeing properties of the products.

Well-known arbitrageurs facilitating such transactions include Priceline, Hotwire,

1Of course, there is an asymmetry because the customer can choose the supplier, while the
supplier cannot directly choose the customer. However, while this asymmetry is strong in retail
interactions, it becomes steadily weaker in business-to-business (B2B) interactions.
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Travelocity, and Lastminute. When individuals browse Priceline for hotel offers in

New York, Priceline supplies individuals with matching offers, but without disclos-

ing hotel names. Since the hotel identities are not disclosed before transactions are

complete, individuals have no way, other than to trust Priceline, to verify the offers.

Arbitrageurs charge the real suppliers not only for providing a service, but also for

acting as guarantors of product attributes.

The second issue, which arises in individual interactions but is more significant

in B2B interactions, is that many kinds of transactions require a number of entities

acting in a particular arrangement or structure to play the role of a single participant

in the transaction. For example, some countries provide medical care to the depen-

dants of individuals working legally in the country. Access to medical care requires

demonstrating that one individual is, say, under eighteen; the other is working legally

in the country; and there is a family relationship between them.

In another important example, an organization announces a call for tenders that

requires a contractor and two subcontractors, each with specific properties. At

present, a contractor can bid anonymously, or can demonstrate that the subcontrac-

tors have the required properties, but not both at once. Current anonymous-auction

systems, as the one presented by Trevathan et al. [81], allow for anonymous bid-

ding, but nothing beyond that. Also a subcontractor might wish to be involved in

more than one of the bidding consortia to increase its chances of success, but this is

impossible at present because of the social consequences.
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5.1.1 Middle vs. Backend Guarantor

The objective of this chapter is to allow service providers to be anonymous, while re-

ducing the reliance on arbitrageurs. Service providers may rely on persona providers

to supply them with personas. Then, service providers interact anonymously with in-

dividuals. This moves the role of the guarantor of service providers from arbitrageurs

(middle guarantors) to certifying authorities (backend guarantors).

There is an advantage of having backend guarantors, rather than having guar-

antors in the middle. The interest of users is to protect their privacy, whereas the

interest of guarantors in the middle is reducing operational cost. Protecting user

privacy is considered an operational cost. Thus, there is a conflict of interest between

the guarantors and users. The interests of guarantors in the backend, such as persona

providers, does not conflict with user interests. Therefore, having the guarantors at

the back is better than having the guarantors in the middle.

There is another advantage of having certifying authorities compared to arbi-

trageurs. In the latter case, individuals must trust all arbitrageurs. This is due to

the fact that service providers place offers at different arbitrageurs. However, in the

first case, individuals have to trust very few certifying authorities. Since there are

many arbitrageurs and few certifying authorities, individuals is better of trusting the

few authorities than trusting the many arbitrageurs.

5.2 Background and Related Work

Anonymous double-auctions systems [72, 81] are perhaps the most related work to

this chapter. In such a setting, buyers and sellers interact anonymously, and may
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change roles from buyers to sellers and vice versa. Sellers sell their products through

auctioneers. Buyers submit their bids to the auctioneers. Upon completing an auc-

tion, the auctioneer reveals the identity of the winner to finalize the transaction.

Although these efforts provide anonymity for bidders and sellers, bidders have to

trust auctioneers to verify offers’ attributes. Offers from different sellers cannot be

combined anonymously; that is, double anonymous auction systems do not allow two

sellers to prove to buyers that two offers are related, while being anonymous.

Onion routing [37] is a distributed anonymous communication protocol. Eaves-

droppers on the network do not learn the IPs of the original sender or the final recip-

ient of a message. When a message is sent from one node to another, the message is

relayed from one onion router to another until it reaches the recipient node. These

routers route messages unpredictability to achieve anonymity. Each onion router on

the message path receives the message from that router’s predecessor, decrypts one

layer of the message to determine the next onion router, and passes the message to

that router.

TOR networks [30] enhance and use onion routing to provide anonymous com-

munication. TOR enables providers to publish hidden services. Users of TOR may

access these hidden services, without knowing the IP addresses of the services. TOR

assigns .onion domains to the services, by which they are accessed. Traffic from and

to .onion domains are carried anonymously by TOR.

5.2.1 Related Work vs. Personas

Although the related work enables service providers to be anonymous, service providers

are incapable of demonstrating the quality (attributes) of their services. For example,
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a hotel may not be able to prove the presence of certain amenities in a room. Another

problem is that the related work does not allow entities, whether individuals or service

providers, to prove the existence of relations between them and other entities, in an

anonymous fashion. This is needed in many scenarios. For example, to access a joint

business account, two individuals must prove to their bank that they are co-owners.

Personas generalize anonymity to include service providers. This empowers service

providers to interact with individuals anonymously, while proving service qualities to

them. Personas also permit for anonymous interactions that involve a set of entities

connected by a set of relationships.

5.3 Anonymity for Service Providers

By generalizing personas to allow service providers to have them as well as individuals,

we overcome the shortcomings of the related work. Just like individuals, service

providers can use personas to prove certain qualities to their customers. For example,

a rating organization may provide the Hilton with a persona that attest the four-star

class of this hotel. The Hilton can generate locked personas, which can be thought of

as offers, and submit them to Priceline. Individuals surfing Priceline may verify the

offer and the hotel class, without knowing the hotel identity. (Notice that Priceline

is now providing only a meeting place and is not acting as a guarantor.)

This section presents an extension of the system presented in Chapter 3 and 4.

The extension does not assume an asymmetry between the roles of individuals and

SPs. Both individuals and SPs are entities that receive personas and use them to

interact with other entities. The next two sections illustrate the extension in two

e-commerce settings.
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In the first setting, the extension is used to reduce the reliance on arbitrageurs.

PPs provide personas to SPs and individuals. SPs generate locked personas that

encode their offers and submit them to arbitrageurs. Individuals review these offers,

and generate locked personas to purchase these offers. The role of arbitrageurs is

limited to providing a meeting place.

In the second setting, the extension is used to remove the need for arbitrageurs.

PPs provide personas to SPs and individuals. SPs generate locked personas that

encode their offers and use a .onion domain per offer. Individuals review the offers,

and generate locked personas to purchase these offers at these domains. The role of

arbitrageurs is removed.

5.3.1 Reducing the Reliance on Arbitrageurs

In current settings, arbitrageurs take a slice of the profit in transactions by doing

things that the transaction parties are unwilling or unable to do themselves. In the

context of e-commerce, this usually means concealing the identity of a supplier while

guaranteeing some of that supplier’s properties. With the additional features of our

persona system, a supplier can achieve both of these properties without the need for

an arbitrageur, using a persona to conceal its identity, but able to provide guarantees.

Of course, the role of an arbitrageur as guarantor has, to some extent, been moved

to the persona provider who generates the personas.

What is missing when both customer and supplier use personas is a place for the

transaction to be carried out. Arbitrageurs are used to provide such a place, but

without the need to rely on them to guarantee the offers to individuals. This repre-

sents an advantage over the related work, since SPs are not charged by arbitrageurs
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to attest the validity of SPs’ offers to customers.

Figure 5.1 shows PPs providing both customers and SPs (a hotel and an airline

company) with personas. The personas are generated as described in Chapter 4. The

hotel sends its attributes (AH) to the PP. The attributes of the hotel are, for example,

the star rating and the presence of certain amenities. Similarly, the airline sends AA to

the PP. The individuals DB and DR sends their attributes AB and AR, respectively.

PPs generate personas (PH , PA), along with corresponding secrets (SH , SA), that

attest the validity of the SPs attributes. The same is done for the individuals DB and

DR.

{PH , SH} = Wrap(AH), {PA, SA} = Wrap(AA)

{PB, SB} = Wrap(AB), {PR, SR} = Wrap(AR)

SPs generate locked personas (LH , LA) representing their offers and submit them

to arbitrageurs, whereas customers generate locked personas (LB, LR) to purchase

these offers.

LH = Show(OH , PH , SH), LA = Show(OA, PA, SA)

LB = Show(OB, PB, SB), LR = Show(OR, PR, SR)

OH is a message encoding the hotel’s offer, say “1 room, 1 queen bed, 1 night, 80$”,

and OA encodes the airline’s offer.

Customers may search arbitrageurs for offers, and verify these offers by verifying

SPs’ locked personas. SP’s attributes are verified simultaneously.

Verify(LH , AH), Verify(LA, AA)

If an individual is interested in an offer at an arbitrageur, she generates a locked
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Figure 5.1: Reducing the reliance on arbitrageurs using personas
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persona that shows her financial ability and sends it to that arbitrageurs. Arbitrageurs

may verify the attributes of that individual by verifying customers’ locked personas.

Verify(LB, AB), Verify(LR, AR)

Finally, the arbitrageur completes the transaction by revealing the SP’s identity to

the individual. This is achieved by de-anonymizing the SP’s locked persona which

represents that offer.

PH = Trace(LH), PA = Trace(LA)

Suppose that the hotel and the airline want to combine offers, say a 30% discount

for flying with that airline and spending two nights at that hotel. The SPs ask a

PP to generate two personas, PH , PA, that encode the relation between the offers

generated by the personas. The SPs then generate two locked personas (LH , LA)

that correspond to the combined offers. To verify the combined offers, customers use

VerifyRelation to verify the locked personas.

VerifyRelation(LH , LA, relation)

where relation is the encoding of the combined offers, say “30% discount on 2 nights

and 1 ticket”.

5.3.2 The End of Arbitrageurs?

Arbitrageurs are needed in to provide a place for SPs to publish their offers. However,

a supplier can also provide this without compromising identity. For example, services

hidden in TOR [30] networks could be utilized to post and claim offers. This does not

violate the service provider’s anonymity, since each offer can be posted and claimed

on separate ’.onion’ site. For example, the Hilton could post an anonymous offer at
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offerX.onion. Individuals may check the offer, buy it, and claim it at that address.

Figure 5.2 shows a setting similar to the one described in Figure 5.1. The difference

is that the arbitrageurs are substituted with a TOR network. Personas are generated

for SPs and individuals just like the previous section. Locked personas are also

generated and verified as in previous section. The difference between the two settings

is the mechanism of publishing SPs’ offers and purchasing them by customers.

SPs publish their offers at .onion domains, rather than doing so at arbitrageurs.

Each SP may host each offer at a separate domain. The domains of an SP are

hosted at that SP’s server. Individuals may use a search engine to search for offers.

Individuals may verify the offers by verifying SPs’ locked personas, as in the previous

section.

To purchase an offer, an individual generates a locked persona and submits it to

the domain hosting that offer. The domain verifies the customer’s locked persona and

completes the transaction by revealing the identity of the SP to that customer. Since

each offer is published at a separate domain, the customer cannot use that offer to

de-anonymize the SPs’ other offers.

5.3.3 Challenges of Adopting Personas

It is challenging to convince service providers that their business model should change

to adopt personas and minimize reliance on arbitrageurs. It is also in the interest

of arbitrageurs that service providers rely on them to facilitate their transactions.

Thus, arbitrageurs are discouraged from using personas. To overcome this challenge,

individuals should pressure service providers to adopt personas and show a strong

demand for minimizing reliance on arbitrageurs.
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Individuals demand for a more privacy-preserving identity management has moti-

vated many corporations to invest in privacy. Many service providers changed the way

they conduct business to satisfy their customers expectation. For example, Liberty

Alliance and WS-Federation are identity management initiatives by big corporations,

such as Microsoft, IBM and HP. There is also another benefit for companies when

they invest in new technologies. Such investment becomes an asset that raise these

companies reputation.

5.4 Chapter Summary

There are an increasing number of scenarios that demand anonymity for service

providers. In many B2C scenarios, service providers sell their surplus to individ-

uals for lower prices through arbitrageurs. To avoid discouraging customers from

buying directly from the service providers, at the regular price, those providers have

to remain anonymous. Some providers wish to be anonymous for various reasons,

including but not limited to, escaping denial of service attacks and avoiding censor-

ship. This chapter applies personas in e-commerce settings. The objective is to allow

service providers to remain anonymous, while reduce the reliance on arbitrageurs.

The motivation and our objectives are stated in Section 5.1. Section 5.2 describes

the related work on anonymity for service providers. The differences of this work to

the related work are addressed in this section. Section 5.3 presents an approach that

permits service providers to participate in anonymous interactions with consumers,

without requiring fully trusted arbitrageurs.



Chapter 6

Persona Applications: Access

Control

Access to web services is regulated by access-control models, such as role-based access

control (RBAC) [70]. These models specify who can access what service and when.

Recent advances in web technologies demand more flexible access-control models that

can handle the requirements of these technologies. For example, early access-control

models have been designed for organizations with fixed set of users and services.

These models do not scale well for new web technologies, like Semantic Web and

Social Web, since users and services are expected to join and leave the system in an

adhoc manner.

This chapter constructs an access-control model based on personas. The model

protects the privacy of individuals, while enables the specification of access policies

based on not only users’ attributes, but also on the relations among these users.

Section 6.1 states the objectives of this chapter. The related work is described in

Section 6.2. Section 6.3 constructs an access-control model from the building blocks

82
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of personas.

6.1 Objectives

Many access-control models, such as RBAC, are originally designed for closed systems

where individuals, resources, and permissions are known a priori. This conflicts with

the open nature of web technologies. In the new web, services are increasingly con-

structed from other services, each residing at a different service provider (SP). New

services and resources are added to the system frequently and new permissions are

created and assigned. Individuals use services and leave them in an ad hoc manner.

Fixed permissions and access-control patterns do not fit well with dynamic environ-

ments like the new web.

There is also a privacy threat arising from the way services are constructed from

other services. During the execution of a web service, the identity information of

individuals is passed among these internal services. Supplying identity information

to an SP implies that the individual is not sharing the information with that SP only,

but also with a group of other SPs, whose existence may not be obvious, or even

visible, to the individual.

To address the need for more flexible and privacy enhanced access-control mod-

els, certified attributes are used as the basis for access control [86]. Attribute-based

access-control models support flexible and fine-grained access control as required by

the new web technologies. The models also enhance the privacy by hiding individu-

als’ identifying attributes, while allowing non-identifying attributes to be disclosed,

possibly by enforcing some privacy policies.
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Figure 6.1: An individual receiving and using a certificate

However, as described in the previous chapters, this approach is increasingly weak-

ened by data-mining techniques. The attributes revealed may allow service providers

to fuse identities and profile individuals.

This chapter applies personas as an access-control model. The objective is to

construct an access-control system that suits the requirements of emerging web tech-

nologies. We illustrate the presented work with a scenario in the Semantic Web.

6.2 Background and Related Work

Given a set of individuals (subjects) and a set of resources (objects), an access-

control system is responsible for deciding whether a subject has access permission to

an object. Access control is an important component of security in software systems.

Access decisions are based on the subjects’ information available in their certificates,

which they received from certificate authorities (Figure 6.1).

A large number of access-control models have been proposed. They differ in

the type of information stored in certificates, and the way this information is used to

access resources. This section discusses various access-control models. The discussion

is limited to some of the well-known ones. We first summarize the access-control

models. Then, the application of personas in access control is provided.
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6.2.1 Identity-Based Access Control (IBAC)

In IBAC, access rights are assigned directly to individuals, Figure 6.2(a). Take for ex-

ample access-control lists (ACL). Each resource is associated with a list of individuals

who has access permissions over that resource. The list consists of identity-permission

pairs, where each pair in the list specifies the identity of an individual and permission.

Another example is the capability-based access control [54]. Each individual is

associated with a list of capabilities that the individual can perform. A capability

is a reference to a resource with a set of permissions. Since capabilities consist of

references to resources, they can be delegated from one individual to another. When

an operating system successfully evaluates a request to open a file for reading, the

operating system returns a reference to that file. The reference can be passed from

one process to another (delegation).

One major problem with IBAC is that the management of identities and per-

missions becomes difficult as the number of individuals and resources grows. Since

access is based on the identities of individuals, access control is coarse-grained and

many policies cannot be implemented, for example, access control based on attributes.

For example, even a simple attribute-based access such as “during working hours” is

complicated by weekends, public holidays, and daylight-saving time changes.

6.2.2 Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)

RBAC [70] does not assign access permissions to individuals directly, Figure 6.2(b).

RBAC assigns permissions to the roles of the individuals. The assignment of permis-

sions has two parts: assigning permissions to roles and assigning roles to individuals.

This is an advantage over IBAC. As long as the number of roles stays manageable,
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(a) IBAC (b) RBAC

(c) ABAC

Figure 6.2: Access-Control Models

having large number of individuals and resources does not affect efficiency as in IBAC.

Several models for RBAC have been proposed, adding features such as role hierar-

chies [70], attributes and constraints [25], and contexts [53]. Role hierarchies facilitate

the management of roles and help modeling actual roles in organizations. Adding the

purpose of access to RBAC is presented by Byun et al. [20]. This model uses access

purpose to protect sensitive data from unnecessary access. Temporal-RBAC [12] per-

mits the enabling and disabling of roles based on temporal conditions, for example,

activating a role based on a time period. Rule-Based RBAC [4] automatically assigns

individuals to roles, based on their attributes. The model eliminates the need for

manual assignment of roles.

RBAC models have several drawbacks:

1. RBAC does not suit the new web. Access to resources in new web technologies

are based on users’ attributes, rather than roles. Attributes allow for more
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fine-grained access policies to be specified. For a mid-size company with fixed

resources and fixed set of policies, RBAC works fine. However, this does not

apply for the internet. Specifying access policies based on attributes is more

convenient.

2. Roles in an organization grow quick because of new projects, new domains of

business, and new activities. It may be difficult to update the role hierarchy in

a timely way to reflect this.

3. Access cannot be specified based on relationships among individuals.

6.2.3 Attribute-Based Access Control (ABAC)

ABAC uses attributes as the basis for access-control decisions, Figure 6.2(c). By

avoiding roles and using attributes in specifying access policies, ABAC does not suffer

from RBAC’s drawbacks. The work of Yuan [86] utilizes three components: individual

attributes, resource attributes, and system attributes. Policies are used to specify

access in terms of these components. This model supports fine-grained access-control

policies. Policy formulation and enforcement for ABAC is also discussed.

An attribute-based access-control model is presented by Backes et al. [7]. The

model allows an individual to prove the possession of certified attributes, rather than

revealing the certified attributes themselves. The model, however, focuses on the

scenario where an individual interacts with an organization. In many cases, interac-

tions require the participation of a set of individuals, possibly connected by a set of

relations. Protecting the privacy in this scenario is important, yet unaddressed.
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6.2.4 Related Work vs. Personas

The certificates an individual uses to access web services are constructed based on

the access-control paradigm. In IBAC, certificates contain identities. In RBAC,

certificates contain roles. In ABAC, certificates contain attributes. There is a common

privacy threat in IBAC, RBAC, and ABAC. In RBAC, individuals reveal attributes to

assume roles to get access. In ABAC, individuals reveal attributes to satisfy policies to

get access. Privacy policies may be used to regulate the flow of attributes and prevent

the disclosure of identifying or sensitive attributes. As described in the introduction,

this approach is increasingly weakened by data-mining techniques. The attributes

revealed may allow service providers to fuse identities and profile individuals.

Personas can be used as certificates that prove the possession of attributes, rather

than showing them. Although the ABAC model of Backes et al. [7] takes a similar

approach, personas have an advantage of being capable of proving the existence of

relations among individuals.

6.3 Guarantee-based Access Control

We present the guarantee-based access-control (GBAC) model. Our approach is simi-

lar to the attribute based access control. This allows access control to be fine-grained,

avoids the burden of design and management of roles, and suits the open nature of new

web technologies. However, instead of using individuals’ attributes to construct cer-

tificates, as the case in ABAC, our access-control model uses guarantees about these

attributes. These guarantees are used for access-control decisions. It resists threats

to individuals’ privacy, such as profiling. The model also permits access rights to be
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Figure 6.3: An individual receiving certificates and showing guarantees

based on a set of individuals in a particular structured relationship.

Figure 6.3 shows an authority providing an individual with a certificate. The

individual uses that certificate to generate a guarantee to be used to access a resource.

In GBAC, certificates are implemented by personas, while guarantees are implemented

by locked personas. Suppose that an individual receives three certificates from her

government, bank, and university, as shown in Figure 6.3. Figure 6.4 shows part

of the access policies at the wine, music, and phone stores. Each store specifies

the required access policies based on guarantees and enforces them using a policy

enforcement framework as shown in Figure 6.5. The specification of policies may

take other factors into consideration: the service status, the context, and temporal

conditions.
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/* Authorization policy at the wine store */

accepted age guarantee provider = { government , ... }
if Provider(guarantee) ∈ accepted age guarantee provider &&
Guarantees(guarantee) = legal drinking age then

proceed to checkout
else

abort transaction
end

/* Authorization policy at the music store */

accepted credit guarantee provider = { BMO , HSBC , ... }
if Provider(guarantee) ∈ accepted credit guarantee provider &&
Guarantees(guarantee) = available credit then

proceed to delivery
else

abort transaction
end

/* Authorization policy at the phone store */

accepted student guarantee provider = { ISIC , ... }
if Provider(guarantee) ∈ accepted student guarantee provider &&
Guarantees(guarantee) = student then

proceed to student offers
else

abort transaction
end

Figure 6.4: Part of the authorization policies at stores

Figure 6.5: GBAC from a service provider’s perspective
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6.3.1 Using Personas to Implement Guarantees

The following describes how personas are used to implement guarantees. PPs play

the role of authorities. Assume that an individual requests an SP to provide access

to a resource. The SP responds by specifying which attributes the individual needs

to send to SP.

If the individual does not have the required persona, the individual sends her

attributes (A) to the PP. The PP generates a persona (P ), along with corresponding

secret (S), that attest the validity of the individual’s attributes. The individual uses

P to generate a locked persona (L), and submits it to an SP. The SP verifies L to

check whether the individual is entitled to the claimed attributes.

{P, S} =Wrap(A), at PP

L =Show(P, S), at individual

{true, false} =Verify(L), at SP

The SP loads the policy Y associated with the requested resource R. The SP then

evaluates the policy given the claimed attributes. If the policy evaluates to true, the

SP allows the individual to access the service R. GetPolicy returns a policy given a

resource R, while EvaluatePolicy determines whether a policy Y is satisfied by a set

of attributes A.

Y = GetPolicy(R)

{true, false} = EvaluatePolicy(Y, A)
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6.3.2 Access Policy Specification and Enforcement

The management of access policies differs from one SP to another. The generation,

verification, and tracing of guarantees are independent from policy management. The

GetPolicy and EvaluatePolicy operations can be implemented independently from

guarantees. Therefore, access-policy specification and enforcement in GBAC are not

restricted to a specific framework. The example provided in the next section discusses

a candidate policy framework.

6.3.3 GBAC and the Semantic Web

To illustrate GBAC, the Semantic Web [11] is used as an example. The Semantic Web

is an extension of the World Wide Web. The extension works by adding semantics to

the content and resources of the web. Web languages, like HTML, make the content

of web pages readable for humans. Semantic-Web languages, like OWL [60], make

the same content readable for machines, allowing machines to not only process the

content of a web page for rendering purposes, but also to understand and reason about

the meaning of the content. This is achieved using web ontologies. Web Ontologies

are at the heart of the Semantic Web. Service discovery, invocation, and composition

are all based on the availability of machine-readable web ontologies. An ontology

is a description of a set of things (concepts) and the relations among these things.

Normally, an ontology is an attempt to formally describe a domain.

For example, an ontology that describes vegetables may list the characteristics of

each group / type of vegetables, but not the specific values of these characteristics for

each species of vegetables. The values for a specific specie are described in a separate

document, based on that ontology.
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<Ontology>

<Class id = “Guarantee”>

<ObjectProperty id = “issuedBy”>

    <domain resource = “Certi4cate”>

    <range resource = “PP”>

</ObjectProperty>

<ObjectProperty id = “issuedTo”>

    <domain resource = “Certi4cate”>

    <range resource = “Person”>

</ObjectProperty>

<Class id = “Certi4cate”>

<Class id = “Authority”> <Class id = “SP”>

<Class id = “Person”>

<Class id = “Policy”><Class id = “Resource”>

<ObjectProperty id = “hasACerti4cate”>

    <domain resource = “Person”>

    <range resource = “Certi4cate”>

</ObjectProperty>

<ObjectProperty id = “protectedBy”>

    <domain resource = “Resource”>

    <range resource = “Policy”>

</ObjectProperty>

<ObjectProperty id = “satis4edBy”>

    <domain resource = “Policy”>

    <range resource = “Guarantee”>

</ObjectProperty>

</Ontology>

<ObjectProperty id = “generatedBy”>

    <domain resource = “Guarantee”>

    <range resource = “Certi4cate”>

</ObjectProperty>

<Class id = “PublicParameters”>

<ObjectProperty id = “publishedBy”>

    <domain resource = “PublicParameters”>

    <range resource = “Authority”>

</ObjectProperty>

<Class id = “DA”>

<ObjectProperty id = “hasAResource”>

    <domain resource = “SP”>

    <range resource = “Resource”>

</ObjectProperty>

Figure 6.6: An ontology describing the concepts in the GBAC model
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Figure 6.6 shows an ontology, in OWL, which is used by the entities to understand

and process guarantees. The ontology describes the concepts of a person, authority,

SP, DA, certificate, guarantee, resource, and policy. A certificate is issued, by an au-

thority, to a person. An authority publishes a set of public parameters. A guarantee

is generated by a certificate. Persons use these parameters, along with their certifi-

cates, to generate guarantees. SPs use these parameters to verify guarantees. An SP

has a set of resources. A resource is protected by a policy, which can be satisfied by

a guarantee.

Each entity publishes an RDF file describing that entity, based on the ontology.

For example, each PP publishes an RDF file that describes that PP’s properties.

The RDF file contains the web-address of the public parameters required to use and

verify personas that the PP generates. Each SP publishes a RDF file describing the

web-address of its resources, and the access policies associated with these resources.

Figure 6.7 shows the architecture of GBAC in the context of the Semantic Web.

When an individual wants to acquire a guarantee, the individual-side client uses

an ontology to discover the appropriate authority. Once the individual chooses an

authority, the client uses an ontology to communicate with that authority to get

the required certificate. The SP also uses ontologies to understand the meaning of

guarantees.

The client uses an ontology to search for SPs, based on the individual preferences.

Once an SP is chosen, the client negotiates with the SP the needed guarantees. The

client uses her certificate to generate guarantees and sends them to the SP.

The handler, at the SP, relays the access request to a policy engine, which reasons

over the access policies and the provided guarantees. The policy engine replies with a
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Figure 6.7: An architecture of GBAC in a Semantic-Web settings

decision whether to permit access or not. REI [50] is an engine for specification and

reasoning over access policies for resources on the Semantic Web. REI specifies access

policies using OWL-S constructs. OWL-S is an extension of OWL for web services.

Finally, the handler either allows the individual to use the service or denies her.

6.4 Chapter Summary

Access-control models regulate access to web services. The models specify what

services an individual may access, under which circumstances. Traditional access-

control models, like RBAC, do not suit the requirements of new web technologies. For

example, early access-control models have been designed for organizations with fixed

set of users and services. These models do not scale well for new web technologies,
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like Semantic Web and Social Web, since users and services are expected to join and

leave the system in an adhoc manner.

The objectives of this chapter are stated in Section 6.1. Section 6.2 surveys the

related work. In Section 6.3, the building blocks of personas are used to construct an

access control.



Chapter 7

Persona Applications: Reputation

Management

Trust is a vital aspect in our daily life, especially on the web. It allows individuals

to participate in interactions and take important decisions, without the necessity of

having previous experience with those whom they interact with. For example, in

peer-to-peer (P2P) networks, the more trust a peer has in another peer, the more

encouraged the first peer is in interacting with the latter one. Another benefit of

trust management is in information dissemination. Trust enables individuals to re-

lease sensitive information to trusted entities only, which preserves their privacy. One

way to quantify trust is based on reputation. The reputation-based approach for es-

tablishing trust among entities is a well-researched field [28, 51, 62, 69, 75]. The

feedback of individuals regarding their interactions with others is an important cri-

terion when calculating reputations. The more feedback the individuals provide, the

more accurate the reputation values that are computed.

This chapter constructs a reputation-management system for P2P networks. The
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system is built on top of our secure interaction system, described in Chapter 3. The

objectives of the presented system are presented in Section 7.1. Section 7.2 surveys

the related work and shows how it differs from our system. Section 7.3 extends our

persona system to provide the support for reputation-management functionality. The

design issues of the system are discussed Section 7.4.

7.1 Objectives

There is a problem in reputation-based trust, from an anonymity perspective. To

accurately compute the reputation of an entity, individuals should provide feedback

regarding their interactions with the entity, possibly, accompanied with transcripts.

Alternatively, the individuals must permit the entity to provide the interactions’

transcripts to the reputation system. This is problematic, since in both cases, it helps

the system to profile the individuals. In fact, the more an individual participate in

the feedback process, the more her actions are susceptible to profiling.

There is another problem that limits the practicality of current work on reputation

management. The work fails to reward products and services that did not receive

ratings, due to the low participation of the individuals using them. For example,

the rating process may not be easy to use. In some cases, individuals may not even

participate at all. Individuals may get discouraged from rating certain products for

sensitivity, religious, and political reasons.

Anonymous reputation-management (ARM) systems [29, 62, 75] permit the anony-

mous rating of products and services; yet they fail to address the following.

• All ratings by one peer are linkable to each other, which leads to profiling and

re-identification of that peer.
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• A service may get a reputation score lower than others, due to the significant

gap between the number of peers who used the service, and those who rated

the service. ARM systems do not differentiate between such a service and those

services that peers did not use in the first place. This represents a disadvantage

for services which do not get frequently rated. Services become pressured to put

more effort in convincing peers to rate them, than in enhancing the services’

quality.

• ARM systems suffer from the effects of Sybil attacks [31]. In Sybil attacks, the

attacker creates multiple accounts to be used to submit good/bad reputation

values to gain some advantage. The systems either do not address Sybil attacks,

or employ techniques that have negative effects on the usability and performance

of the system.

This chapter presents a system that facilitates reputation management, while

avoiding the described problems. The system is based on empowering individuals to

securely use web services, without enabling service providers to profile those individ-

uals. Services gain reputation even if individuals who use the services neglected to

rate them. The presented approach is decentralized; that is, no single authority is

needed to compute and manage the reputations. This makes the approach suitable

for distributed systems, like P2P networks. Service providers may also specify con-

straints on the rate that a persona can use a service in a specific time interval. This

feature is used to limit the effects of Sybil attacks on the system.

The next section describes reputation-based trust, mainly in P2P networks, and

explains why the related work, anonymous reputation management [29, 62, 75], fails

to protect individuals’ privacy.
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7.2 Background and Related Work

Grandison et al. [40] define the trust in an entity as the belief in the competence

of that entity to perform a task in a dependable and reliable manner, in a specific

context. Trust plays a major role in reasoning about the authenticity and quality

of information. The work on trust is usually categorized into two main paradigms,

policy-based [10, 49, 85] and reputation-based. In policy-based, an entity establishes

trust in another by examining the credentials the former entity possesses. Policies

are used to determine the level of trust in that entity. For example, an entity A may

trust an entity B only if it possesses certificates Y and Z. In reputation-based, the

history of the interactions that an entity had with others are used to evaluate the

entity’s trustworthiness. For example, one peer in a P2P network may trust another

peer if the latter has been recommended by P number of peers [6].

A careful look, however, reveals that the two paradigms are the same. In fact,

one can treat both paradigms as distributed reputation-based trust. This is because

trust evaluation in both paradigms is distributed among entities. Trustworthiness is

determined based on the reputation of the entities which perform the evaluation. An

entity A trusts an entity B due to the recommendations of C and D (or credentials

provided by C and D). The level of trust from A to B is based on the reputation of

C and D themselves. It is also clear how trust is recursive; A trusts B since it trusts

the issuer of B’s credential and so on.

7.2.1 Reputation-based Trust in P2P Networks

There are many metrics used to compute the reputation of an entity, for example,

the feedback from other entities, the number of successful interactions, and seniority.
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Note that the metrics differ from one application to another. In applications where

privacy is essential, one finds metrics measuring the ability of entities to preserve the

privacy of others.

The EigenTrust algorithm [51] computes a reputation score for peers in a P2P

network. The reputation is computed based on the PageRank [19] algorithm. In the

web of trust [36] approach, each entity maintains the reputation information about

its neighbours. To determine the level of trust an entity A should have in an entity B,

A uses a trust metric which specifies how A should traverse the different paths to B,

and how to aggregate the reputation values. Rezgui et al. [69] use a reputation-based

approach to protect the privacy of individuals. The approach evaluates the trust of

web services based on several metrics. Those services with low reputation score are

monitored more frequently than those with higher reputation.

One problem of the described reputation management systems is that they do not

allow individuals to participate in the system anonymously. This discourages indi-

viduals from participation, especially in the context of evaluating the reputation of

services and products that are sensitive, religious, or political in nature. Anonymous

reputation management (ARM) [29, 62, 75] tackles this problem by empowering indi-

viduals to participate anonymously. The following describes some efforts in building

ARM for P2P networks.

In TrustMe [75], the reputation information of each peer in a P2P network is

collected, stored, and updated by a randomly assigned set of peers, called the Trust-

Holding Agent (THA) peers. If peer i wishes to submit a reputation value for peer j,

peer i signs this value, encrypts it with the keys of the THA responsible for peer j,

and broadcasts it over the network. The THA peers of peer j can read the value and
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update its reputation.

SuperTrust [29] is another ARM system. Just like TrustMe, SuperTrust assigns

the management of the reputation of a peer to a set of super peers. A unique feature

of SuperTrust is the use of a homomorphic encryption function. The function allows a

super peer to aggregate the encrypted reputation values of its assigned peers, without

decrypting the values. Thus, the reputation values that a peer i submits to super

peers remain secret.

Muler et al. [62] present an ARM that provides anonymity for peers, while pro-

tecting against Sybil attacks.

While these ARM attempts provide anonymity, there is a problem that remains

unresolved. Peers sign reputation values with their public keys, and then submit

these values to the THA and super peers, in TrustMe and SuperTrust, respectively.

The feedback records of a peer, although anonymous, are still linkable to each other.

This is problematic from a privacy perspective. The ability to link individuals’ ac-

tions implies the ability to build anonymous profiles, which can be linked back to

individuals.

7.2.2 Related Work vs. Personas

As described in the problem statement of this thesis (see Section 1.2), data-mining

techniques enable one to link partial identities together. This suggest that anonymity

is not enough. To protect an individual’s privacy, the reputation values submitted by

that individual should be unlinkable to each other. The next section presents a new

approach that handles the linkability problem, which exists in the current work on

ARM.
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7.3 Anonymous Reputation Management for P2P

Networks

A system that supports personas can be tweaked for reputation management. This

section describes the usage of personas to construct a reputation-management system

for P2P networks.

7.3.1 Personas in P2P Networks

Personas can be used in P2P networks to allow peers to interact with each other,

both securely and anonymously. Recall from Section 3.1 that there are four entities

manage personas: individuals, persona providers (PPs), service providers (SPs), and

de-anonymization authorities (DAs). To apply personas in P2P networks, the four

entities are mapped to the entities of a typical P2P network. Individuals are the

peers in a P2P network. PPs are the servers responsible for authenticating peers,

upon joining the network, and providing them with credentials. SPs are special peers

who provide services to peers, based on their credentials. DAs are the servers that

are responsible for tracking peers abusing the network policies.

7.3.2 The Persona Approach for Reputation Management

Recall that a locked persona and a signed response an individual gets from an SP are

a proof of interaction between that individual and that SP, in the form of requesting

and providing a service. An individual can submit a locked persona, along with a rep-

utation value measuring the satisfaction by the service, to a reputation-management

system. The system updates the reputation score of the SP’s service and the SP itself.
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Thanks to the unlinkability property of locked personas, individuals may submit

all their locked personas to the reputation-management component, without the fear

of being profiled. This has two significant implications. First, the reputation scores

an individual submits are anonymous. Second, the reputation scores are unlinkable

to each other. While current anonymous reputation management (ARM) systems

achieve the first, they fail to achieve the second. Modeling reputation using personas

is, therefore, more privacy preserving than previous ARM systems.

The unlinkability of reputation scores may enable some individuals to launch Sybil

attacks. The presented system prevents such attacks by disallowing an individual from

submitting more than one reputation score for an SP, in a given time interval. This is

achieved by the constrained-interactions property of personas. Section 7.3.3 presents

the approach in more detail.

Another advantage that our approach has is the following. An SP needs not

to wait for individuals to submit their reputation scores for that SP. The SP may

simply submit the locked personas it receives from individuals to the reputation-

management component. The component can utilize the locked personas to give the

SP partial reputation reflecting the fact that the SP is trustworthy enough to motivate

individuals to request that SP’s service. Recall that the well-known PageRank [19]

algorithm works by counting the number of links to a page, rather than whether

the links have good or bad connotation. EigenTrust [51] is a well-known reputation

management system that utilizes PageRank.

Now we turn to the method of querying, submitting, and updating reputation

scores of SPs. We introduce reputation-management components (RMC) to the per-

sona system. These components respond to individuals when they query for an SP
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reputation, collect reputation scores from individuals, and update SPs reputation ac-

cordingly. Note that our approach focuses on facilitating the functions of an ARM

system. Thus, our approach should work well with any reputation-aggregation met-

rics. We also do not mandate a specific method for choosing RMC locations in the

network, and the assignment of SPs to RMCs. Instead, this is left to system admin-

istrators.

• Query for a reputation. An individual queries RMCs for an SP’s reputation.

• Submit a reputation. An individual submits a reputation message to an

RMC.

• Update a reputation. An RMC updates the reputation score of an SP, based

on a reputation algorithm, e.g., EigenTrust [51].

Suppose that an individual D wishes to submit a reputation score for an SP to

an RMC. D prepares a reputation message as:

Reputation = {score, SP , locked persona, SP response} (7.1)

where SP is the identity of the SP, and SP response is the signed message that D

receives from SP as a response for a service request. D then generates a new locked

persona to prove that D is the individual who used the service and reported the score.

Note that D makes the new locked persona linkable to the original locked persona.

D sends the tuple (reputation message and the new locked persona) to an RMC. We

refer to the tuple as signed reputation. Finally, the RMC verifies that the locked

persona in the reputation message and the locked persona, generated based on the

message, are valid and linkable to each other. In other words, both locked personas

are generated by D.
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Figure 7.1: The persona-based reputation approach

Figure 7.1 shows an individual using a government persona to generate locked

personas, to interact with an auction site and a phone store. There are two scenarios

present in the figure. In the first, the individual submits a reputation for the auction

site to the RMC. In the second, the phone store submits a locked persona to the

RMC.

The second scenario is needed to allow SPs to gain reputation, even if their cus-

tomers did not submit reputation scores for these SPs. The more locked personas are

used at a service provider (SP), the more reputation that SP should have. The RMC

assigns reputation values for the SP based on the rate of the transactions made by

their individuals at that SP. Of course, the RMC can detect the case where both the

individual and SP submit reputation and locked persona for the same interaction.

This is because the locked persona is the same in both cases.

Recall that locked personas encode the date of the interaction between individuals

and SPs. This can be used by RMCs to check the frequency an SP’s service or product

is used by individuals. RMCs may use this frequency as a reputation metric, such
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that when the frequency consistently increases or decreases, the reputation is also

updated accordingly.

7.3.3 Preventing Sybil Attacks

To prevent Sybil attacks, RMCs do not accept reputation scores submitted by in-

dividuals unless they are accompanied with tickets generated by persona providers.

Recall that tickets contain information about the number of times individuals used

services. An RMC can use this information to disallow an individual from submitting

more than one reputation score for a specific service, in a given time interval.

If an individual wants to rate an SP, the RMC requests the individual to submit

a reputation message, as described in Section 7.3.2. The individual also contacts her

PP to receive a ticket to rate the SP, then sends the ticket to an RMC. The RMC

follows the steps of Section 7.4.2 to verify the ticket.

7.3.4 Preprocessing Reputation Messages

RMCs preprocess reputation scores before using them to update SPs’ reputations.

The preprocessing step is needed for practical issues, for example, avoiding malicious

attacks and smoothing the effect of outliers. Such step exists in other reputation

systems. For example, the trust values in EigenTrust [51] are normalized to the

interval [0,1]. This disallows individuals from providing arbitrary high or low scores.

Another useful preprocessing step is truncation to get rid of outliers, that is, removing

a fixed percentage of the reputation scores from both end of the spectrum. For

example, one may truncate 5% of the scores from both sides.
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7.3.5 Reputation for Individuals

Personas may encode reputation for individuals. Assigning reputation values for

individuals is important. It helps service providers to determine the trustworthiness

of individuals; and it allows RMCs to give more weight for the reputation scores

submitted by reputable individuals. Reputation should be assigned in a privacy-

preserving manner. For example, a persona provider assigns a reputation level for a

person based on money spent, and time passed since registration.

A persona provider may encode reputation levels as attributes in personas. This is

similar to information assurance in identity-management systems, where an identity

provider complements identity assertions with assurance values. These values repre-

sent the level of certainty that the identity provider has with respect to the assertions.

Alternatively, the persona provider may use different sets of parameters to generate

personas, where each set corresponds to a level of reputation. An individual generates

a locked persona and claims a level of reputation. To verify the individual’s locked

persona, a service provider uses the persona provider’s parameters corresponding to

the reputation claimed.

7.4 System Design

This section presents the detailed design of the reputation management system. The

security of the system is discussed in Appendix A.
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7.4.1 Reputation-Management Operations

Reputation management requires five operations: submit reputation, verify reputa-

tion, update reputation, generate ticket, and verify ticket. Individuals submit repu-

tation scores, along with tickets generated by PPs, whereas RMCs update reputation

scores, after verifying the tickets. Tickets generation and verification are described in

Section 4.3.5.

SubmitReputation:

locked persona ← SubmitReputation(persona, secret , reputation message)

Suppose that an individual D wishes to rate an SP. The operation takes from D a

reputation score sc and a proof of interaction with SP. The proof consists of a locked

persona lp from D’s side, and an SP’s signed response sr from SP’s side. A reputation

message m is constructed as m = {sc, SP, lp, sr}. SubmitReputation then executes

Signe(m) to generate a locked persona l̄p, where l̄p = {σ,m}. Further, l̄p and lp

must be linkable. The individual sends l̄p to the RMC as a reputation score for SP,

by D. The individual should also submit a ticket to the RMC, see Section 4.3.5.

VerifyReputation: boolean ← VerifyReputation(locked persona)

VerifyReputation receives a locked persona l̄p, which includes a reputation mes-

sage m. The RMC extracts SP , sr, lp, sc from m and uses Verifye to check whether

lp and l̄p are valid locked personas and linkable to each other. The RMC also

checks whether sr is a valid SP response. If all tests are passed, the RMC executes

UpdateReputation.

UpdateReputation. The RMC updates the reputation score of SP , based on sc.

Choosing which score aggregation algorithm to use and updating SP’s reputation are

left for system administrators.
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7.4.2 Ticket Application: Prevention of Sybil Attacks

The individual prepares a ticket request mI , as in Equation 4.22, where SP is the

SP that the individual wishes to rate. The individual sends mI to her PP. The PP

generates a ticket t, as in Equation 4.23, and sends it back to the individual. The

individual sends mI and t to the RMC. The RMC uses Equation 4.24 to verify t.

Recall that t includes n, which represents the number of times that the individual

has requested a ticket for the same SP, in a given time interval. Finally, the RMC

allows the individual to rate the SP only if n = 1, that is, this is the first time a ticket

is generated on behalf of the individual, for the specified SP.

Note that the RMC should make sure that the locked persona in the ticket is the

same locked persona that the individual submits in the reputation message.

The described algorithm limits the ability of an individual to rate an SP to once

per time interval, while it prevents the PP from knowing which SPs are being rated.

7.5 Chapter Summary

An anonymous reputation management system for P2P networks is presented in this

chapter. The features provided by personas are utilized to build the required func-

tions, like submitting and verifying reputation messages. Section 7.1 shows the ob-

jectives of the presented system. The background and related work to our system are

described in Section 7.2. Section 7.3 shows our approach to reputation management

and how we achieve it using personas. The design issues of the system are addressed

in Section 7.4. The prevention of Sybil attacks is also discussed in this section.



Chapter 8

Persona Applications: Cloud

Computing

In cloud computing, the Internet is viewed as a web of resources. Cloud providers al-

low customers to access their resources, on demand. For example, researchers from one

university may perform experiments using the labs of another university. Providers

may also provide the software and infrastructure to businesses. For example, Ama-

zon’s storage (S3) and computing (EC2) services [5] provide businesses with on de-

mand storage and computing power. Those providers require identity-management

systems (IMS) to manage the identities of their customers and regulate customer

access.

For example, business A may outsource the management of their database to a

cloud provider B. A needs to tell B which employees has access to which tables.

When A’s employees require access to the database, B needs to authenticate them;

therefore, B needs to manage the identities and / or certificates of the employees.

The expected market size of cloud computing, which is estimated by Merrill Lynch

111
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to surpass $100 billion [43], is a real motivation for IMSs.

This chapter applies personas in cloud computing to construct an IMS. The archi-

tecture of the IMS makes it more suitable for cloud-computing environments. Section

8.1 introduces cloud computing and its benefits. The section shows current work on

identity management for cloud computing. Our approach for identity management for

cloud computing is described in Section 8.2. The section also shows the advantages

the presented IMS has over related work. Section 8.3 summarizes the chapter.

8.1 Background and Related Work

Cloud computing is a new paradigm where software, platforms, and infrastructure

are treated as virtualized units that are accessed by consumers [33]. Cloud services

are provided on demand and governed by service level agreements between providers

and customers. Customers can be businesses, education and research institutions,

governments, as well as individuals. A cloud provider normally has a large number

of clusters, supercomputers, and servers.

Cloud computing services can be categorized into: Software as a Service (SaaS),

Platform as a Service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS); refer to Figure

8.1. In SaaS, providers license software for customers. For example, Salesforce.com

provides its customers with a license to use sales data-analysis software over the

net. In PaaS, providers offer environments and development tools for their customers

to develop and run their applications, but customers are limited to the Application

Programming Interface (API) provided by the provider. For example, the Google App

Engine [39] allows customers to develop web services that are based on the Google

API. In IaaS, customers are provided with the required software and hardware to
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Figure 8.1: Examples of cloud computing

develop and run their applications. For example, Amazon S3 and EC2 services enable

customers to store data and run applications on Amazon servers.

There are many benefits for cloud computing. First, businesses need not purchase

software licenses and hardware that are not needed all the time. Instead, businesses

may rent the required software or infrastructure, on demand. This reduces not only

the cost of implementing applications, but also the operational cost of these applica-

tions. Second, since cloud providers invest in software and hardware resources, they
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are able to implement and provide for more scalable and reliable solutions. Third,

cloud computing also increases availability in the sense that it allows customers to

access the required applications over the Internet.

8.1.1 Identity Management for Cloud Computing

There are many security and privacy issues that need to be addressed. For example,

are providers’ infrastructures secure enough? Will providers make sure that busi-

nesses’ sensitive information and the identity information of their customers are kept

private? What if a business resides in one country and its cloud computing provider

resides in another country, where each country has its own surveillance and privacy

laws? These issues motivate the use of various techniques to ensure the security and

privacy of applications and data in the cloud. The following paragraphs discuss recent

research on protecting privacy in cloud computing settings.

One of the tools that minimizes privacy risks are IMSs. There are some IMSs that

may be applied in cloud computing, for example, federated IMSs. Another approach

is the use of privacy policies to specify and enforce privacy regulations and laws.

Creese et al. [26] present a capability maturity model to assess the security and

privacy of a cloud provider. Design patterns are used to construct controls that help

mitigate security and privacy risks. Service level agreements are used to ensure that

providers implement the controls agreed on with customers.

Bertino et al. [13] present an IMS that enhances privacy and interoperability.

Zero-knowledge proof protocols are used to convince verifiers that customers possess

certain attributes, without disclosing the actual values of these attributes. Instead,

customers may prove to verifiers statements about these attributes, e.g., age > 18.
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Interoperability is enhanced using a Semantic-Web language that defines the meaning

of attributes. This allows for matching attributes that may differ across providers,

but refer to the same concept.

Yan et al. [84] use identity-based cryptography along with federated identity

management to address the case where each cloud contains multiple clouds. The

proposed scheme simplifies the authentication of customers by achieving single sign-

on.

Cáceres et al. [21] present Virtual Individual Servers (VISs). A virtual sever is a

server that can be moved from one physical server to another. Each individual has a

VIS that manages his/her data and can be used to specify the policies that regulate

the flow of sensitive data. These VISs are hosted at cloud computing providers.

Individuals send their data to the VIS with their mobile phones.

8.1.2 Cloud-based Security

The related work mentioned earlier applies existing techniques to secure and enhance

the privacy of customers’ data, including their identity information. A common factor

among the related work is the limited utilization of the computation and storage

resources that cloud computing providers offer, for the purpose of enhancing security

and performance. Utilizing the computation and storage power of cloud computing,

while designing security solutions, is called cloud-based security [63]. In cloud-based

security, the software developer no longer has to worry about computation and storage

limitations of the client machines. Major processing is done at a provider’s cloud.

Gartner Inc, a leading firm in information technology research, expects that cloud-

based security will triple in many segments by 2013 [35].
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Muttik et al. [63] design anti-virus software that keeps virus and malware signa-

tures at designated clouds, while client machines communicate with these clouds to

detect viruses. This minimizes the reliance on the computation and storage abilities

of the client, as well as the time needed to deliver the updates of new virus signatures

to clients. One disadvantage is the delay that may occur due to querying the cloud.

The next section presents a cloud-based implementation of personas that enhances

the privacy of individuals.

8.2 Cloud-based Implementation of Personas

We use a cloud-based security approach to design an IMS for applications that run

on the clouds. The IMS uses personas, as in previous chapters. The difference is in

the use of new entities called virtual persona servers. Each one of these servers stores

the personas of an individual. Individuals upload these servers to cloud providers,

that provide a service of hosting such servers. An individual may also host a VPS at

her machine. When an individual wishes to access a resource at a service provider

A, that individual contacts her VPS to use her persona. The VPS generates a locked

persona and uses it to interact with A. See Figure 8.2 for an illustration.

A VPS has the following life cycle.

• An individual collects personas from her persona providers, and instantiates a

VPS to manage the collected personas.

• The individual uploads the VPS to a cloud provider.

• The VPS use the personas on the individual’s behalf, at service providers. Ser-

vice providers can be other cloud providers which provide services.
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Figure 8.2: Cloud-based implementation of personas

• The individual removes the VPS from the cloud provider.

A VPS has the following properties.

• The individual may suspend, resume, or remove a VPS.

• Once a VPS is uploaded to a cloud provider, it distributes personas among the

physical servers of that cloud, such that each persona is residing at a separate

server.

• Each VPS has a public key pair which is used to encrypt personas before dis-

tributing them to the servers.

• A VPS does not decrypt a persona or use it, unless it receives an authenticated
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message from the individual as follows. To use a persona, an individual con-

tacts her VPS. The VPS authenticate the user. The authentication procedure

between the individual and the VPS depends on initial setup of the VPS. It

could be a username and a password, chosen by the individual, or a signed

message, using a specific key.

The first property gives the individual control over her personas, and thus over her

identity. The second property ensures that each persona is stored on a different server.

If an attacker gains access to any of the cloud provider’s servers, the attacker gains

access to no more than one persona per individual. The third property is needed

so that even if an attacker compromises a server, the attacker gets access to only

encrypted personas. The fourth property protects personas from being decrypted

without authenticating the individual requesting them.

8.2.1 Comparison to Current work

In the related work, individuals manage their certificates at their machines, which are

limited in terms of computational and storage powers. In the presented approach,

personas are managed at a cloud-computing environment.

In the related work, individuals are given certificates which they use to access

resources at the clouds. This causes a problem, since all certificates of one individual

are stored at her machine. If that machine is compromised by an attacker, all her

certificates are compromised. In the presented approach, personas are distributed

among a cloud’s physical servers.

The related work assumes that individuals use web-anonymizers to hide individu-

als’ IP address from service providers. In the presented approach, the cloud provider
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which hosts a VPS acts as a web-anonymizer for the individual who uses that VPS.

8.2.2 System Design

Suppose that a persona provider uses Wrap to generate three personas, based on

three attributes (A1 to A3), and sends them to an individual D. D receives the three

personas (P1 to P3) and their respective secrets (S1 to S3).

{P1, S1} = Wrap(A1), {P2, S2} = Wrap(A2), {P3, S3} = Wrap(A3)

D launches a VPS and supplies it with the three personas. The VPS generates a

secret T for D to be used when D needs to use the personas. D sends the VPS to

a cloud, as in Figure 8.2. The VPS encrypts and distributes the personas to three

servers in the cloud.

Assume that D wants to interact with a service provider (SP), by signing a message

M . D contacts the VPS and gets authenticated using T . D chooses which persona

to use to interact with SP. The VPS contacts the servers where the chosen personas

reside, and decrypts these personas. Each server then executes the Show operation

to generate a locked persona using the decrypted persona it possesses. The servers

send the locked persona to the SP.

Assume that P2 is the only persona chosen. The server that possesses P2 executes

the Show operation to generate a locked persona LM using P2 and M . The locked

persona is sent to the SP. The SP verifies the LM and M with the Verify operation.

Recall that each persona has a corresponding attribute A that the persona guarantees.

In this case, A2 is present when executing Show and Verify.

LM = Show(M, P2, S2, A2), {true, false} = Verify(M, LM , A2)
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8.3 Chapter Summary

This chapter provides a cloud-based implementation of personas. This application

has two advantages over current IMSs for cloud-computing environments. First, the

computational and storage capabilities of the environment are utilized. Second, the

credentials (personas) of an individual are distributed among n servers, where n is the

number of these personas. This reduces the benefits that attackers gain by attacking

a server.

Section 8.1 describes the background and related work. An IMS for cloud-computing

environments is presented in Section 8.2. Section 8.3 summarizes the chapter.



Chapter 9

Conclusion

This thesis describes the drawbacks of using privacy policies to regulate the flow of

identity information as an attempt to maintain individuals’ privacy. The thesis shows

how such strategy fails, especially with the advancement of data-mining and fusion

techniques. These techniques threaten individuals’ privacy by allowing organizations

to fuse partial identities of individuals into profiles. Another major weakness of this

strategy is that system administrators may configure policies in such a way that

causes the release of identity information. Such incidents are reported in [3, 77].

Instead this thesis suggests the use of artificial identities, called personas, which

can stand in for individuals in almost all circumstances, because they can be created

with a full spectrum of properties, attributes, claims, desires, and relationships. Be-

cause these personas are, in a fundamental way, single use the potential for harm and

loss of privacy is severely limited. The underlying properties can be achieved using

cryptographic constructs.

Personas facilitate unlinkable interactions between an individual and an organi-

zation, as well as between a set of individuals and an organization. Personas are

121
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based on cryptography constructs that are proven to be secure. The thesis presents a

system for persona management. Then the design and implementation of the system

are provided. The thesis assesses the threat model of the system.

Personas offer three important features, which constitute our contribution.

Encoding Relations

Personas may encode relations among individuals, allowing individuals to prove

the relations to SPs, while preventing the SPs from profiling these individuals. In

other words, the SP can verify the relationship among the individuals, yet if the

individuals revisit the same SP, they cannot be distinguished from any other group of

individuals having a relationship with the same structure. For instance, this feature

is needed to allow a couple to prove the ‘couple’ relationship to an SP.

Anonymity for SPs

There are many reasons for service providers to require anonymity. For example,

some hotel chains use arbitrageurs to sell their room surplus at a lower price. Arbi-

trageurs hide the identity of the hotels until transactions are complete, so as not to

undercut their full-price sales. Hotels cannot not reveal their brand names; therefore,

they rely on arbitrageurs to prove hotel properties to customers. Customers cannot

verify the offers from hotels; and thus, they have to trust the arbitrageurs.

Another example is anonymous double-auctions. In these auctions, buyers and

sellers interact anonymously, and may change roles from buyers to sellers and vice

versa. Personas allows service providers to be anonymous and permit customers to

verify the qualities of the services, without reliance on arbitrageurs.

Constrained Interactions

Apart from individuals’ identity attributes, service providers may need to limit
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the rate at which individuals access services. For example, a reputation management

system may permit an individual to submit no more than one reputation score for a

given product, per time period. A provider may allow an individual to use a service

n number of times per day.

We rely on public-key cryptography to facilitate the management of personas. In

particular, personas are based on the identity-based signature scheme presented by

Kiayias et al. [52]. The thesis presents the scheme and uses it to design cryptographic

constructs to support personas.

A threat model is provided to describe the attacks that adversaries may launch

against personas. Appendix A proves that personas are immune to the attacks sug-

gested by the threat model.

The thesis applies personas in four areas. First, personas are used in e-commerce

to allow service providers to interact anonymously with individuals. Personas help

service providers to place anonymous offers, while help individuals to verify these

offers. Thus, the necessity for arbitrageurs is relaxed. The application of personas in

e-commerce is described in Chapter 5.

Second, personas is used to build an access-control model, the guarantee-based

access control (GBAC). GBAC avoids the drawbacks of role-based access control

(RBAC), such as the management of roles. GBAC allows fine-grained access policies

to be specified. Relation-based access control is another feature of GBAC that allow

access to be based on relations among individuals. The application of personas in

access control is described in Chapter 6.

Third, personas are used in reputation-based trust management. Reputation man-

agement systems do not offer anonymity for individuals. Many anonymous reputation
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management (ARM) systems allow for anonymity, but they fail to provide unlinka-

bility of the anonymous ratings that an individual submits.

An ARM system for P2P networks is presented in this thesis. The transcripts

of the interactions an individual has with a service provider are unlinkable. These

transcripts can be used to enable individuals to submit ratings, without the fear of

being profiled by the system. The ARM allows services to gain reputation, even

if their customers neglected rating them. The system prevents Sybil attacks from

degrading the quality of the reputation scores.

Moreover, the current work on privacy does not address trust management. Ad-

dressing privacy and trust in a single framework is more efficient, since the two sub-

jects are related. In the Semantic Web [11] and the Semantic Social Web, trust is

an integral part for automatic service discovery and invocation. Therefore, such a

framework has a profound application in the Semantic-Web setting. The application

of personas in reputation management is described in Chapter 7.

Fourth, the computational resources that cloud computing environments offer mo-

tivate the notion of cloud-based security. We use a cloud-based approach to enhance

the privacy in identity-management systems. This is achieved by allowing individuals

to move their personas to clouds that host personas. Individuals then can use their

personas to interact with service providers. Since individuals need not store their

personas at their client machines, attackers gain limited benefits when compromising

these machines. Personas are stored in clouds in a distributed way to limit benefits of

attacking these clouds. The application of personas in cloud-computing environments

is presented in Chapter 8.

The limitations of personas are:
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• Persona revocation is not implemented by the system. To compensate for this,

the system changes its parameters, at specific time intervals, and re-issue per-

sonas for unrevoked individuals.

• Some systems allow for the evaluation of an access policy P , such that the

evaluator does not know which set of identity attributes caused P to be satisfied.

This minimizes the knowledge that the evaluator gain from evaluating P . This

feature is not implemented by the system.

• If individuals share personas, then some individuals gain access rights to services

they are not supposed to have. Personas do not implement techniques to deter

individuals from sharing their personas.

• Personas are based on an identity-based signature scheme, which is based on

pairing-based cryptography. Thus, personas take more time compared to sys-

tems that do not rely on pairing computations. However, research in number

theory is enhancing the performance of pairing operations [8].
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Appendix A

Correctness and Security

The threat model described in Section 3.4 suggests several attacks: forging a per-

sona, forging a locked persona, forging an attribute, linking locked personas, and

de-anonymizing a locked persona. Below is the list of the attacks and their prerequi-

sites.

• Forging personas. Forging personas can be achieved if the Wrap operation is

insecure. Rationale. If Wrap is not secure, an attacker may issue personas valid

with respect to a PP, without having the private key of the PP.

• Forging locked personas or attributes. Forging locked personas or attributes

can be achieved if the Wrap or the Show operations are insecure. Rationale.

If Wrap is not secure, an attacker may issue personas, and thus, may generate

valid locked personas. If Show is not secure, an attacker may use a valid persona

to generate locked personas with attributes that the attacker is not entitled to.

• Linking or de-anonymizing locked personas. Linking or de-anonymizing locked

personas can be achieved if the Trace operation is insecure. Rationale. If Trace

139
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is not secure, an attacker may de-anonymize a set of locked personas and link

those which belongs to the same persona to each other.

To protect the system against the attacks described in the threat model, we need

to make sure that the operations that manage personas are correct, as well as secure.

The following sections prove the correctness and security of the operations.

The operations provided by the system can be categorized into: secure interac-

tion operations and reputation-management operations. The first category includes:

Wrap, Show, Verify, Trace, SelectiveShow and VerifyRelation. The second includes:

SubmitReputation, VerifyReputation, UpdateReputation, GenerateTicket, and Veri-

fyTicket. The correctness and security analysis is structured according to the cate-

gories.

A.1 Correctness of Secure Interaction Operations

The correctness and security of the secure interaction operations is mainly drawn from

the correctness and security of the underlying hidden ID-based signatures. Wrap,

Show, Verify, and Trace are the operations in which other secure interaction opera-

tions are built on-top. Proving the correctness and security of Wrap, Show, Verify

and Trace operations implies the security and correctness of the remaining ones. The

operations are correct if the following three conditions hold. The probability that

Check Wrap evaluates to true is 1, given that it is executed on a valid (persona,

secret) pair, generated by Wrap.

Probability [true ← Check Wrap(persona, secret ,PP pparam) |

(persona, secret) ← Wrap(attributes , proof ,PP pparam,PP prkey)] = 1
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Verify always succeeds when executed on a valid locked persona lpersona.

Probability [

true ← Verify(lpersona,PP pparam,DA pparam) |

(persona, secret) ← Wrap(attributes , proof ,PP pparam,PP prkey);

true ← Check Wrap(persona, secret ,PP pparam);

lpersona ← Show(persona, secret ,PP pparam,DA pparam)] = 1

Trace always extracts the persona used by the show operation to generate a locked

persona verifiable by the verify operation.

Probability [

persona ← Trace(lpersona,DA pparam,DA prkey) |

(persona, secret) ← Wrap(attributes, proof ,PP pparam,PP prkey);

true ← Check Wrap(persona, secret ,PP pparam);

lpersona ← Show(persona, secret ,PP pparam,DA pparam);

true ← Verify(lpersona,PP pparam,DA pparam)] = 1

The proof of correctness of the hidden ID-based signature scheme is presented

by Kiayias et al. [52]. Wrap is implemented by Register e, which is a composition

of two instances of Register in HIDS. Show is implemented by Show e, which is a

composition of two instances of Sign in HIDS. Verify is implemented by Verifye,

which is a composition of two instances of Verify in HIDS. Trace is implemented by

Opene, which is a composition of two instances of Open in HIDS. Therefore, the three

conditions described above hold. Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace are correct, based
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on the correctness of the operations in the HIDS scheme.

SelectiveShow is a composition of n instances of Signe, where n is the number

of different sets of attributes the individual wishes to prove. VerifyRelation is a

composition of two instances of Verifye, plus an additional check for the relation

(W1 g
relation = W2), where W1 = wl+k gI1 , and W2 = wl+k gI2 . Clearly, the check holds

only if relation = I2 − I1.

Recall that when a PP validates the relation between two individuals D1 and

D2, the PP makes the pseudonym part of their identifiers to be equal. The PP also

makes the difference between relation part of their identifiers to be relation. Thus,

relation is equal to I2 − I1, only if the PP did certify the relation between D1 and

D2. Therefore, SelectiveShow and VerifyRelation are correct based on the correction

of Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace.

Let Algorithm 4.1 and 4.2 are used to generate personas and locked personas

to prove relations among a group of n individuals. We prove the correctness of

VerifyRelation when it is used by a group of individuals. We begin by the simple case,

which is to prove that the first individual relations with other individuals are verified

by the first call to VerifyRelation Algorithm 4.2. At the first call to VerifyRelation,

the following holds: relation =
√

(R1
1)

2
+ (R2

1)
2
+ ...+ (Rn

1 )
2, the relation part of

the locked persona LP1 is equal to 0 (follows from Algorithm 4.1), and the relation

part of the locked persona LP2 is equal to
√

(R1
1)

2
+ (R2

1)
2
+ ...+ (Rn

1 )
2 (follows from

Algorithm 4.1). The difference between the relation parts of LP1 and LP2 is equal

to the value of the relations of the first individual with the rest of the individuals.

Therefore, the relations of the first individual with other individuals are verified by

the first call to VerifyRelation.
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Now we take the general case, which is proving that the kth call to VerifyRelation

verifies the relations of the kth individual with the rest of the individuals. At the

kth call, let the relation part of the kth locked persona (LPk) is equal to Q. The

relation part of LPk+1 is equal to E = Q +
√

(R1
k)

2
+ (R2

k)
2
+ ...+ (Rn

k)
2 (from Al-

gorithm 4.1). The difference between the relation parts of LPk and LPk+1 is equal

to
√

(R1
k)

2
+ (R2

k)
2
+ ...+ (Rn

k)
2, which is the encoding of the relations of the kth

individual. Therefore, the kth call to VerifyRelation verifies the relations of the kth

individual.

A.2 Correctness of Reputation-Management Op-

erations

SubmitReputation and VerifyReputation are correct if the following condition holds.

VerifyReputation always succeeds when executed on a valid reputation message. Since

the implementation of UpdateReputation varies from one domain into another, and is

based on system administrators, the correctness of the operation not discussed.

Probability [

true ← VerifyReputation(reputation, lpersonar ,DA pparam,PP pparam) |

lpersonai ← Show(persona, secret ,PP pparam,DA pparam);

true ← Verify(lpersonai ,PP pparam,DA pparam);

reputation, lpersonar ← SubmitReputation(score, lpersonai , persona,

secret ,DA pparam,PP pparam, SP , response)] = 1
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SubmitReputation generates a locked persona on a reputation message. Sub-

mitReputation uses Show to generate the locked persona. VerifyReputation verifies

the locked persona contained in the reputation message lpersonai, and the locked

persona generated on the reputation message lpersonar. VerifyReputation uses Verify

to verify the locked personas. VerifyReputation uses the RSA public key of SP to

validate the SP’s response contained in the reputation message, and to make sure

that the individual had an interaction with the SP being rated.

Since Show and Verify are proven to be correct, and the RSA public cryptography

is correct, then the above condition holds. SubmitReputation and VerifyReputation

are correct, based on the correctness of Show, Verify and RSA.

GenerateTicket and VerifyTicket are correct if the following condition holds.

Probability [

true ← VerifyTicket(ticket , tRequest ,PP pparam) |

ticket ← GenerateTicket(tRequest ,PP prkey ,PP pparam, response)] = 1

Recall that a ticket request tRequest consists of two hashed strings, generated

by a hash function. GenerateTicket sign ticket requests to generate tickets. Tickets

are RSA signatures on a ticket request. VerifyTicket uses signature verification of

RSA to verify tickets against ticket requests. Since RSA signatures generated by

RSA signing keys are verified by the corresponding RSA verification keys, the above

condition holds. Therefore, GenerateTicket and VerifyTicket are correct, based on

the correctness of RSA public cryptography.
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A.3 Security of Secure Interaction Operations

Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace are secure against misidentification attacks, if the

probability of an adversary succeeding in the following game is negligible. In this

game, the adversary has access to Wrap Oracle, which executes Wrap and returns

the resultant (persona, secret) pair. The adversary has access to Show Oracle, which

executes Show and returns the resultant locked persona. The adversary wins the game

if it produces a valid locked persona that is untraceable to a persona. It also wins

if it generates a traceable locked persona, but without using Wrap Oracle to receive

the persona associated with that locked persona, and without using Show Oracle to

produce that locked persona.

Wrap Oracle(attributes)

(persona, secret) ← Wrap(attributes, proof ,PP pparam,PP prkey)

Personas ← {persona} ∪ Personas

return (persona, secret)

Show Oracle(persona)

lpersona ← Show(persona, secret ,PP pparam,DA pparam)

Lpersona ← {lpersona} ∪ Lpersonas

return lpersona
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Misidentification Game()

lpersona ← Adversary(Wrap Oracle,Show Oracle)

if(true ← Verify(lpersona,PP pparam,DA pparam)AND

Φ ← Trace(lpersona,DA pparam,DA prkey))

Adversary wins

elseif(true ← Verify(lpersona,PP pparam,DA pparam)AND

persona ← Trace(lpersona,DA pparam,DA prkey)AND

persona 6∈ Personas AND lpersona 6∈ Lpersonas)

Adversary wins

else Adversary loses

Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace are secure against adaptive chosen-cyphertext

attacks (CCA2), if the probability of an adversary succeeding in the following game

is 0.5 + ε, where ε is negligible. The adversary has access to Trace Oracle, which

reveals the persona used to generate a locked persona. The adversary is presented

with a locked persona and two personas, in which one persona was used to generate

the locked persona. The adversary wins the game if it guesses the right persona. Of

course, the adversary is constrained from using Trace Oracle on the presented locked

persona. Trace Oracleα refers to that constraint.
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Trace Oracle(lpersona)

persona ← Trace(lpersona,DA pparam,DA prkey)

return persona

CCA2 Game()

(persona1 , secret1 ) ← Wrap(attributes1 , proof1 ,PP pparam,PP prkey)

(persona2 , secret2 ) ← Wrap(attributes2 , proof2 ,PP pparam,PP prkey)

r ← random from {1, 2}

lpersona ← Show(personar , secretr ,PP pparam,DA pparam)

challenge ← {lpersona, persona1 , persona2}

guess ← Adversary(trace oracleα, challenge)

if(guess = personar )

Adversary wins

else Adversary loses

Suppose that an adversary A has the ability to launch successful misidentifica-

tion and / or CCA2 attacks on Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace. Those operations

are implemented by Register e, Signe, Verifye, and Opene in extended HIDS, respec-

tively, whereas Register e, Signe, Verifye, and Opene are instances of HIDS operations.

Therefore, A can launch successful misidentification and / or CCA2 attacks on the

HIDS operations.

The HIDS scheme is proven to be secure against misidentification and CCA2
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attacks under the Strong Diffie Hellman (SDH) [15] and Decisional Linear Diffie

Hellman (DLDH) [16] assumptions in the random oracle model. The security proof

is presented by Kiayias et al. [52]. Since HIDS operations are proven to be secure,

then Wrap, Show, Verify, and Trace are also secure against misidentification and /

or CCA2 under the SDH and DLDH assumptions, in the random oracle model. The

security of SelectiveShow and VerifyRelation follows from the security of Wrap, Show,

Verify, and Trace. This is because SelectiveShow and VerifyRelation are composed

of several instances of Show and Verify operations.

A.4 Security of Reputation-Management Opera-

tions

Show and Verify are secure, and RSA public cryptography is secure. Therefore,

SubmitReputation and VerifyReputation are secure. The security of GenerateTicket

and VerifyTicket follows from the security of the RSA public cryptography.
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